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Bleachers may threaten view
By Mark Miller
assistant news editor

More bleachers may be built for football spectators — blocking the view of the traditional
hillside observers.
Additional seating behind the north end zone in
Madison Stadium could be completed by next fall.
Bids for the construction must be received by
Oct. 23. Dean Ehlers, athletic director, said, "If
the price is anywhere in the ballpark, we'll go
through with it." •
Ehlers said the seating would provide more seats
for special games and bring in additional revenue.
The stadium's capacity is 15,000. The attendance at the last two home games has been 9,700
for Delaware State and 8,300 for William and
Mary.
"Every year (on Parents' Day) we have to put
seats down there. Hopefully we'll have a need for
them for all games in the future," Ehlers said.
The bid has two parts. The first is for a center
section that would be 70 feet wide and 26 rows
high. The addendum to the bid is for two side sections, each about 36 feet wide and 20 rows high.
The new seats would be aluminum rather than
the wooden bleachers used for temporary seating.
Ehlers said it is possible that only the center section will be constructed, depending on the price,
but it would look better to have all three sections.
Construction could begin as early as November,
when the stadium is used the least, Ehlers said.
He said he could not estimate how much the proposed seating would cost.
Several alumni have expressed opposition to the
proposed seating, he said. He thinks they don't
want the activity on the hill to be disrupted.
Students and alumni often sit on the bank end of
the stadium (by the railroad tracks) during football
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Student* watch the JMU-Delaware football game from the hill. This tradition may be
eliminated with the addition of more stadium seats.
games. Because they are outside the stadium,
alumni do not have to purchase tickets to see the
game.
Ehlers said the additional seating would most
likely obscure the view from the outside, and "I
would hope that the people who are on the bank
would join us in the stadium," he said.

Dan O'Donnell, a 1960 JMU graduate and
chairman of the alumni committee of the Board of
Visitors, said students who sat on the hill in college
probably like to sit there as alumni.
He thinks the main reason students sit on the hill
See VIEW page 2 ►

Student named to Board of Visitors
By Bill Qoodykoontz
news editor

A JMU senior has been chosen as
the first student member of the
Board of Visitors.
John Noftsinger, a political
science/public administration major,
will be presented to the board as the
candidate, said Fred Hilton, university spokesman.
"There was a committee that interviewed potential choices. This is
their recommendation," Hilton
said.

The selection problem was "intense. A lot of the people (other
nominees) were my friends," Noftsinger said. After several interviews,
he was selected.
He has a 3.3 quality point average,
is head resident of Weaver Hall and
co-chairman of the state resident advisor conference. He also is a
member of Kappa Sigma fraternity.
"I do a little bit of everything," he
said.
Noftsinger said, "I'm really
honored. I'm excited. It's a unique
opportunity to be the first."
He said he has known for about

three weeks that he is the nominee.
He also has read a book about the
board and met with the rector. Dr.
James Taylor.
Noftsinger said his main goal is to
improve communication between
the board and students. He would do
this by meeting with the major
groups on campus.
H. Dan O'Donnell committee
chairman was disappointed at the
number of applications that were
received."Thirteen is nice, but when
you have a student body of about
9,000,1 would have expected more."
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Homing in on activities
A wide variety of activities are on tap for JMU
alumni returning to campus Saturday for
Homecoming.
The Homecoming activities include a Saturday
afternoon football game between the JMU Dukes
and the Huskies of Northeastern University. The
game begins at 2 p.m. in Madison Stadium.
This will be the first time JMU and Northeastern
have met.
Following the football game, the JMU basketball team will be in action in the Purple and Gold
game — an annual intrasquad contest.
The Purple and Gold game will be held in the
JMU Convocation Center. There will be no admission charge.
Three major alumni awards will be presented
Saturday morning at a breakfast meeting in
Chandler Hall.
H.D. "Dan" O'Donnell of Harrisonburg will
receive the Alumni Distinguished Service Award;
Anna Keller of Raleigh, N.C., will receive the
Alumni Distinguished Achievement Award; and
Karen Gamble of Syracuse, N.Y., will receive the
Young Alumni Award.
Homecoming activities will actually begin on
Thursday with a pep rally at 8:13 p.m. in the
stadium. Friday's activities include shows in
JMU's Sawhill, New Images and Artworks
galleries. The galleries will also be open Saturday
afternoon.
Also Friday, the Homecoming dance will be held
at 8 p.m. in Godwin Hall.

p- (Continued from page 1)

Saturday's program begins with reunion brunches being held by former resident advisors,
former band members and nursing alumni.
Open houses will be held in Carrier Library,
residence hails and the home economics department, all beginning at 9 a.m. Also at 9 a.m. the
fifth annual run-swim biathlon will be held. The
competition is open to JMU alumni, students,
faculty and staff.
The planetarium show, "A Comet Called
Halley," will be presented at 10 and 11 a.m. in
Wells Planetarium in Miller Hall.
Tailgate parties are scheduled before the football game by the Class of 1983, the Class of 1984
and Business School alumni. Luncheons in Gibbons Hall will be held by the Classes of 1959 and
1979.
Post-game parties will be held by former social
work students and by journalism alumni. The
Classes of 19S9 and 1979 will hold reunion banquets Saturday evening.
On Sunday, alumni activities include a baseball
game between the JMU Dukes and an alumni
team. That game begins at 1 p.m. in Mauck
Stadium-Long Field.
The JMU soccer team will play George Mason
University at 2 p.m. and the Sawhill Gallery will be
open from 1 to 5 p.m.
Homecoming activities will conclude Sunday
night with an 8 o'clock performance in the JMU
Convocation Center by comedian George Carl in.

is because they can get away with drinking beer
there.
O'Donnell said he has mixed feelings as both an
alumnus and a member of the Board of Visitors,
but he said the most important thing is to fill the
stands and support the team.
He said additional seating would be a good idea
if H would help get more students in the stadium.
Ehkrs said contractors may ask why JMU needs
additional seating when it doesn't usually use what
seating ff has now.
"You've got to dream big in this business and
believe we're going to do that (fill the stadium for
every game)," he said. "We need the support of
the alumni. If we're going to expand, we need additional revenue."
A similar addition recently was made at the
University of Georgia, where students also watched football games from a hill with railroad tracks.
There was a "tremendous demand" for tickets,
so the stadium was enclosed in 198) and had about
20,000 seats added, said Greg McGarity, administrative assistant for the athletics department
of the University of Georgia.
The stadium, now horseshoe shaped, has 82,000
seats.
Students at University of Georgia also used to
watch games from a bridge at tile open end of the
stadium, but that was restricted for safety reasons.
From the bridge, students threw bottles and
other objects and created a hazard, McGarity said.
Kim Simon, who photographs football games
for the University of Georgia's student newspaper,
said "everybody got furious" when they couldn't
watch games from the railroad tracks, because it
was a tradition.
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Sketches please dean
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Arts building on schedule
By Bill Goodykoontz
news editor

The preliminary sketches for the new fine arts
building are in — and the dean of the school of
fine arts and communications is pleased.
"Communication is my discipline, not music or
the arts," said Dr. Donald McConkey, "but I was
absolutely bowled over when I saw the design. I
think that for a non-musician to be excited over
this building it must be good."
The new building, scheduled for completion in
1987, will probably cost about $8.2 million, he
said. This is Si.2 million over the state's allocation
of $7 million. "Of course, all of this is
preliminary. It's subject to bid," he said.
If the university can't get the extra money a
planned recital hall won't be built. "I don't even
want to think about that. It's a tremendously important facility," he said.
"It won't be fatal. It just won't be ideal."
Part of the funding problem is the state's formula, McConkey said. Under this formula it costs
about $90-95 per square foot to construct a
building. A music building costs about $113-123,
however, because of the acoustic considerations
and other things.
The building is scheduled to be about 60,000
square feet, but about 20,000 of that will be for
support areas, including hallways, bathrooms and
duct work, he said.
"You lose space. None of that (support areas)
contributes to the academic function, but you have
to have it."

The sketches were drawn by the architectural
firm of Marcellus Wright, Cox and Smith, which
has designed buildings at the University of Richmond, Washington and Lee University and
Virginia Tech.
It was chosen this summer by a committee con-

*l was absolutely bowled
over when I saw the
design. I think that for a
non-musician to be excited over this building it
must be good.'
— Donald McConkey
sisting of McConkey; William Merck, vice president for business affairs; George Marcum,
physical plant director; Dr. Joseph Estock, head of
the department of music; and Charles Wampler, a
member of the JMU Board of Visitors.
The firm was chosen over 20 other applicants.

"They were very, very sensitive to the appearance of the campus," McConkey said. "Mr.
Edward Smith had taken photographs of the campus, and you could tell he had fallen in love with
it."
"We're still looking at things, still making
changes, still checking out materials," he said.
"Plans are now to try to bid the building next spring."
The design of the building will have to be approved by the state in a "long process," he said.
The building will not close off the quad area. It
will be located across from Duke Fine Arts Center
where Alumnae Drive is now. It will be east of the
quad area.
"There was talk about losing the quad, and
there are arguments for that, but that's really
Madison's trademark," he said.
The building as now designed will have no obvious front or back, he said. "It will look like three
buildings" and will incorporate the design of the
buildings around it. For example, the side that
faces the quad area will have a more traditional
design, while the side that faces Duke Fine Arts
Center will be more modern.
In addition to the recital hall, the building will
also house classrooms, rehearsal halls and a recording studio. The office of the dean of fine arts and
communication is also scheduled to be in the new
building, but with the funding problems "it's
about half in and half out," he said.

Two pizza deliverymen assaulted
By Sandy Stone
Staff writer

A man was assaulted while
delivering pizzas to a South Main
Street dormitory, campus police
reported.
The incident, in which a man
attempted to steal two pizzas a
Four Star Pizza deliveryman was
carrying, occurred about 11:13
p.m. Oct. 10 in front of Glick
Hall, a men's dormitory behind
the Lambda Chi Alpha and Tau
Kappa Epsilon fraternity houses.
The deliveryman, a JMU student, was not injured.
Police have no suspects, but
the case is under investigation.
The man who attempted to steal
the pizzas was described as white,
5'7", 160 pounds and blonde.
The man was wearing a white
T-shirt and blue jeans at the time
of the incident, police said.
The victim allegedly was approached by a man in front of
Glick Hall. The man grabbed two
pizzas from the victim and
started to run, police said. The
victim ran after the man, who
then threw the pizzas on the
ground.
When the victim told the man
to pick up the pizzas, the man

allegedly struck him on the head.
The two then got in a scuffle and
the victim struck the man several
times on the face, police said.
The man fled after the short
brawl, police said.
A similar incident recently was
reported to Harrisonburg police
hi which another Four Star Pizza
delrvcryman allegedly was
assaulted when a man attempted
to steal pizzas from him.
The incident occurred Oct. 7 at
Ashtree Lane, city police
reported. No one was injured,
but the man allegedly hit the victim and grabbed the pizzas. After
a struggle between the two, the
man dropped the pizzas and fled,
police said.
Police have no suspects in the
Oct. 7 incident.
Two similar assaults occurred
on campus last year involving
local food deliverymen. No one
was charged in either incident.
Both city and campus police
label these incidents as pranks.
"We've had about three reported
that I can remember since places
have started delivering," said
Capt. M.L. StroMe of the Harrisonburg police department.
Alan MacNutt, director of
campus police, said, "I don't see

it as a big problem — it happened
no more than two times last year.
"Students will be sitting
around drinking and say, 'Hey,
let's order a pizza and when the
guy gets here, we can jump him
and get a free pizza,' " MacNutt
said. "People just view it as a
prank — and it's not. It's robbery. It's a felony."
In cases of this nature, a person can be charged with assault
and attempted robbery. If convicted of robbery, a violator faces
a minimum five-year prison
sentence and maximum life
sentence, depending on the
seriousness of the robbery.
If convicted of assault and battery, a first class misdemeanor, a
violator faces up to 12 months in
jail and-or a $1,000 fine.
Four Star Pizza managers are
angered by the recent assaults on
its employees. "We can't believe
that some JMU students are so
immature that they resort to
stealing pizzas or money from a
company that is doing them a service," said Ed Stenson, manager
of Four Star.
"Our drivers are trained to be
polite and courteous to the
customers, but they have and
will defend themselves if attack-

ed," Stenson said.
Bill Eubank, assistant
manager, said there have been
more problems this semester with
assaults on deliverymen and
thefts of pizzas than in previous
years. "We've had about three or
four over the past couple years,
but this semester we've already
had at least that many. It's pretty
ridiculous just for a pizza."
In addition to the Oct. 7 and
Oct. 10 incidents, a couple minor
incidents have occurred off campus this semester, Eubank said.
Eubank said he and other
managers have considered stopping Four Star's delivery service,
"But JMU is the lifeline for Four
Star Pizza. It would take
something really bad to happen
before we would stop
delivering," he said.
A spokesman for JM's Pub &
Deli said JM's deliverymen have
had no problems with assaults.
Eubank said, "We're on campus more and we're more visible
because of our company cars.
JM's guys are just in and out on
their mo-peds. Because we're
there more than just about
anybody, it increases the percentage of something like this happening."
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New! Hot!

Reuben
Croissant
The
International Meal

$4.99
Lean American corned beef. Piled high on a flakey Frenchstyle croissant. Topped with melted Swiss cheese, tangy
Sauerkraut and creamy Thousand Island dressing.
That's the new Hot Reuben Croissant. The International
Meal at Shoney's. Great tastes from around the world
brought home just for you.
Try one today at lunch of dinner. With the all-you-care-toeat Soup, Salad and Fruit Bar.

MIDNIGHT BREAKFAST BAR
Fri. & Sat. 11PM-2AM $3.79
Rt. 33E & 1-81 Harrisonburg 434-2626
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GET IN
THE GAME
*£3S*q* H°" '"d 'ou'v« «ot th« Wl. M.k. your move to th. first t..m.
The National Security Agency offara you an all-pro career opportunity In th.
following flalds:
systems analysis and design, scientific
applications programming, data base
management systems, operating systems,
computer networking/security, and
graphics.

and academic worlds. Facilities for
engineering,, analysis and design
automation are among the best
available.
COMPUTER SCIENCE At NSA youll
discover one of the largest computer
installations in the world with almost
every major vendor of computer
equipment represented. NSA careers
provide mixtures of such disciplines as

MATHEMATICS Youll work on
diverse agency problems applying a
variety of mathematical disciplines.
Specific assignments might include
solving communications-related
problems, performing long-range
mathematical research or evaluating
new techniques for communications
security.

language(a) and can plan on many
years of continued professional
growth.

LINGUISTS NSA offers a wide range of
challenging assignments for Slavic,
Near Eastern and Asian language
majors involving translation, transcription
and analysis/reporting. Newly-hired
linguists can count on receiving
advanced training in their primary

THE REWARDS AT NSA NSA offers
a salary and benefit program that's
truly competitive with private industry.
There are assignments for those who
wish to travel and abundant good living
in the Baltimore-Washington area for
those who wish to stay close to home.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING There
are opportunities in a variety of
research and development projects
ranging from individual equipments to
very complex interactive systems
involving large numbers of microprocessors, minicomputers and
computer graphics. Professional growth
is enhanced through interaction with
highly experienced NSA professionals
and through contacts in the industrial

Countless cultural, historical.
recreational and educational opportunities are just minutes away from NSAa
convenient suburban location.
To find out more about NSA career
opportunities, schedule an interview
through your college placement office.
F
or additional information on the
National Security Agency, write to
National Security Agency. Attn: M322.
Fort George G. Meade. Maryland 20755.

On Campus Recruiting Date:
iNov. 2,1984
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Southern scholar sees dire situation now
By Bill Qoodykoontz
news editor

A member of one of the most important movements in Southern
literary history said Tuesday that the
situation of the common man is
"worse now than I thought it could
possiblv be."
Andrew Lytle, 81, a member of
the Fugitive-Agrarian movement
that reshaped Southern literature,
said in an interview that it is "impossible" to have a small farm now.
He was here as a visiting scholar.
"Everything is on a money

economy," he said. "If it's all on
money economy the (small) farm
cannot do it."
Lytle, who has fanned, said he
was fairly self sufficient and grew his
own food and made his own fuel.
Today we are more dependent on
outside sources, he said. "Suppose
we couldn't get oil. We'd starve to
death."
Lytle, along with 11 others, including such notable literary names
as Donald Davidson, Alan Tate and
Robert Penn Warren, published
"I'll Take My Stand" as a protest.
After the Civil War "we thought we

were taken back into the Union. We
weren't, you see. There was the same
old prejudice."
Lytle said that while they chose
the name Agrarian "it was the whole
European inheritance" they were
fighting to preserve. This included
the family unit, which Lytle said he
believes is "the strength of that
(Southern) society.
"We were defending the yeoman
farm — that's the family size farm.
That's the basis of family communities."
The book came out "in *29, about
the time of the stock market crash.

We seemed prophets. We certainly
didn't mean to be," he said.
However, the book didn't meet
universal critical praise. "The
Southern liberals ridiculed us. The
people who took us seriously were
the Communists."
While the situation he tried to defend has gotten worse, he said he
hasn't given up hope. "There's
always a remedy, but it's always particular. You can't tell until the crisis
arises. You can't give up.
"It doesn't take but one bad idea
to destroy a manor or a state. Our
bad idea is that man can become
God. They want to create life — a
dog can create life. What in the hell
do they want to do that for?"
Lytle said farming and writing are
related, because both deal with the
unknown — farming with nature
and writing with imagination.
However, "I must confess that I
discovered you can't do both at the
same time."
When writing it is best to "sit
down in the same place every day at
the same time. Put yourself out of
this life. If the place is congenial
then you do this every day.
"You only have one subject. You
spend your life unfolding it."
Once a work is finished, it's
finished, he said. "You should never
talk about it. Let the work speak.
Whatever you say is more or less
than what you write."

HOMECOMING
PARTY WITH OLD FRIENDS
AND MEET NEW ONES

Student poets give
their work exposure

PARTY WITH

U

<m

Two JMU students gave the first
student reading of poetry outside of
the Reading Series for Poetry and
Fiction Oct. 8.
Chris Coates and Denver Butson
moved outside the series, which has
a student reading, to give their
poems more exposure. "We felt the
need to have a student reading other
than the one they (the reading series)
have," Coates said. "You only get 5
minutes in the student reading. I
wanted to say a lot more."
Butson agreed. "At the student
reading last year there was so much
good stuff I wanted to hear more,"
he said. People approached him and
told him they would like to hear
more of his work, he said.
About 50 people attended the
reading.
Both poets agreed the experience
was favorable. Coates said, "It was
great. There's really a high energy in
there."

99

YOUR NEW FRIEND
FROM
THE GREAT NORTHWEST
available In bottles, cans and kegs
Gamby Distributing, Mt. Crawford, Va.

i

Both said they also read to help
establish a precedent. Coates said
this is "one of the main reasons we
did it. But I don't think student
readings need to be that organized."
Butson said, "We thought if we
did this other people would do it. I
hope it sets a precedent and I think it
will."
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We hope you ne»ei
neeo an aboriion But
we know that (or some
women complei
personal circumstances
make abortion the
best choice
We offer first trimester
abortion services because
we believe thai a woman
laced with an unintended
pregnancy should have a full
range ol opiions available fo her

ANTH8IES
Nostalgia
For
Sale

Call us for information, confidentially
of course if needed you may call collect
Hagerslown Reproductive
Health Services
Hagerstown. MO 21740

COST CUTTER

SPECIAL

14 Graham St. 434-1074
NW Corner, Court Square
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PINT RETURNABLE BOTTLES.
PEPSI FREE.

Diet Pepsi
or Pepsi Cole

WE'RE NOT

1

WE WERE A YEAR AGO.
BUT THEN, YOU'RE NOT THE

PLUS
DEPOSIT

CAKE MIX

A YEAR AGO.
We've both grown. We've both
changed. For the better.
That's why we want to talk to
you about career opportunities at Bell
Atlantic. Challenging new management positions, many of which we
couldn't have offered a year ago.
Because they didn't exist a
year ago.
You see, Bell Atlantic is a brand
new corporation, less than a year old,
born of the divestiture by AT&T of its
operating companies.
In our case, those companies are
Bell of Pennsylvania; Diamond State
Telephone serving Delaware; New
Jersey Bell; and CckP Telephone,
serving Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia and Washington, D.C.
In every one of these we're looking
for highly motivated people who have

demonstrated leadership and strong
academic performance in areas of study
ranging from engineering, computer
science and mathematics to accounting,
economics and finance to marketing
and business administration.
If it strikes you that we're uniquely
qualified to meet your career goals, be
sure to contact your career planning
and placement office now to arrange
for an interview.
Like you, we have a lot more to
offer this year.
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New England
May session
being offered
The English department will sponsor its second May Session in New
England this summer.
Eight students can participate in
the three-credit class featuring a
21-day tour of such places as Mystic,

-N

(Conn.),
New Bedford, (Mass.),
Boston, Concord, Salem's House of
the Seven Gables and colleges such
as Yale (Conn.) and Harvard
(Mass.).
Emphasis will be placed on
literary figures of the area and trips
to the home of authors such as
Ralph Waldo Emerson and
Nathanial Hawthorne.
Grades will be based on a daily
journal, reading assignments and a
paper on a topic of interest from the
visit.
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Students must apply for the class,
although no deadline has been set.
Anyone interested should attend a
meeting Oct. 24 at 4:30 p.m. in
Keezell 303.

Wiffle-a-thon raises
money for charity
The final score was 312 to 289
after 32 hours. The first floor
defeated the second floor in the

DID YOU MISS
GETTING YOUR
PICTURE TAKEN?

Theta Chi wiffle-a-thon for
Muscular Dystrophy.
Almost the entire fraternity participated in the wiffle-a-thon that
started at 8 a.m. Oct. 5 and ended at
4 p.m. Oct. 7.
Dave Nocar, Ollic Clowe, Mike
Hogan and Mike Koepenick organized the game and turned a favorite
Theta Chi pastime into a successful
service project.
An estimated $500 was raised. The
exact amount depends on how much
of the sponsor money that was
pledged is returned.
Theta Chi brothers described the
32 hours of wiffling as a great time.
"At one point, there were enough
people, music, etc. at the game that
it seemed more like a party than
anything else," Koepenick said.
The wiffie ball game was stopped
only once. That was at 3:30 Saturday
morning when the brothers stopped
Harrisonburg High School students
from bending the goal posts on the
football field next to where they
were playing.
The lack of sleep became more
visible Sunday morning, where
Theta Chi's started to weave from
home plate to first base and back
again. Some tried to run the bases to
stay awake, while others took naps
on the vaulting mats.
The most valuable player award
was given to Mike Payne for his
outstanding performance.
— Kris O'Krepky

Speak Out, mock
election to be held

The Yearbook photographer will return for one more
week due to the number of students who just couldn't
seem to get their pictures taken before. Pictures will be
taken October 22 ■ 26 \ Mon, Tues, Thurs and Fri, pictures will be taken in Grafton-Stovall Theatre from 8:30
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. On Wed, pictures will be taken in Room
C on the Mezzanine level in WCC from 8:30 a.m. to 2:00
p.m. This is the final chance to have your class picture
put in the 1985 Bluestone . Sitting fee again is $4.00:
checks payable to the Bluestone.
* DON'T wait until Fri, Oct 26... you may be turned away!!

A mock election and Speak Out
will be held Monday, Oct. 22 from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The event will be sponsored by the
JMU Student Government Association. Speak Out will take place on
the patio of the Warren Campus
Center. Guest speakers will highlight
the event.
The mock election will include national, state and local candidates, as
well as campaign issues. Voting
booths will be on the first floor of
the campus center.

WHSV-TV airing
local debates
A debate featuring the 6th District
congressional candidates will be
broadcast Saturday on WHSV-TV
(channel 3) at 5:30 p.m.
Candidates scheduled to appear
are Jim Olin, Democrat incumbent
and Ray Garland, Republican
challenger.
Les Smith, news anchor for
WHSV, will be the moderator.
Questions will be submitted by Neil
Rattigan, Augusta County bureau
cheif for WHSV's Newscenter 3, and
Paul Freifeld, a reporter for WSET
in Lynchburg.
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WKCY

HCWTHEPOWERFUL

REOOCNEEEAOHOmFR

AM STEREO 1300
PROUDLY WELCOMES

MEL TILLIS
THE 8TATE8IDER8

IN CONCERT
WITH SPECIAL QUESTS

RONNIE MC DOWELL
AND

RODNEY LEWIS

See the hill selection of fastens rings on display-in your college bookstore And
see your lostens representative at

SAT., NOV. 10, 1984
7:00 P.M.

ALL TICKETS
$10.50

J-M.U.

LIMITED RESERVED SEATING

Oct 22, 23 and 24
w 10-4
Place WCC, Room B, Mezzanine level
$20 Off All White Lustrium Rings
fOSTINSGOLLEGERlNGS.
cmikMK
D^

CONVOCATION CENTER

Payment plans

Tteh#l.

.„„>,. .,

J M u

HARRISONBURQ, VA.
EXIT 63 OFF I-81
EAST TO 1ST LEFT

- - - Convocation Center
B
■ m- " B P-"1- Monday - Friday
•* ord,r ov P"01* <*<»> 668-6777

PRESENTED BY JF PRODUCTIONS

available

tt-50 For Students and Faculty with JMU I.D.

GRAND OPENING
Straight from Florida, Monty the Sub King has hit Harrisonburg. Harrisonburg's finest Sub; Bread baked daily, Meat piled high.
Phone 434-1480

Wl DILIVfR
Sloe Mows

10 30 am

I.I

Phona 434 2296

m*^w

i-<J»Y a s«u<dn

io 30 • m

Miea^kat

Midway Market Sub St Deli
ia7 Warsaw

"SI/D
■

■>■■■

SUBS
Monty's Special

300

a225

Italian Sub

2 85

2 15

285
2 85
2 85
265
285
285
285

2
2
2
1

«MM

Fever Catch It!"
a»

aj

■

i

Original
Full of Bologna Sub
STILL 1 99

Hot Subs
Full of Bologna

1 99

iG;nm«»»»n, o~on t "--nrai,

Steak. Onion & Cheese 2 95
(Man Sa«n> a. Ham*

Roast Beef
Turkey Breast
Tuna
Egg Salad
Hard Salami
Ham
Vegetarian

15
15
15
90

2 15
2 15
2 15

r*"
MONSTER

400

Maw Vit, »»
M

'•■a ■ ■ ■ ■

-MM

Sandwiches
Bologna
Roast Beef
Turkey Breast
Ham & Cheese
Ham

iThm ft.** th^fj

2 50
2 85
2 85
2 85
260

(AM 20C lo. cheesei

Salads
Chef's Salad

2 75

Garden Salad

i so

Tuna Salad (Lettuce)

2 50

Egg Salad (Lettuce)

2 25

Meat Ball & Cheese

2 95

Sausage & Cheese

2 95

""*•" $•"•*»» • C>W»I«

Hot Sandwiches
Full of Bologna
1 99
Ham & Cheese
285
Over V. lb Burger
1 95
Cheeseburger
215
Footlong Hot Dog
150
(Inquire for Beverages)

S.

All Subs include Provelone Cheese Grean
Peppers Onion*. Pickles Tomato. Lettuce
Mayo & Special Sauce BlenO
Van a»*» —dye. an* Ha"**) *»ia" ofeaixie.
1

IBJSMM

.

mmmmm

^m~—

Allow approximately V, hour
for delivery
10C per sandwich or salad

1

1
1

25 cents off
10" SUB ONLY
EXPIRES 12 01-84

- ——
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Softwaretaken
from Converse
computer lab
By Sandy Stone
police reporter

.

Campus police are investigating
the theft of a $695 computer software package that was discovered

"But they came up with a dry hole
on that, so at this point it is officially
considered stolen unless we come up
with something to determine otherwise," the spokesman said.
Police have no suspects in the
theft, but are following "some
definite leads" in the investigation
of the case.
Campus police also reported the
following incidents:

missing Sept. 26 from the microcomputer lab in Converse Hall.
The microcomputer software
package, including two manuals and
five floppy disks, was stolen between
Sept. 3 and Sept. 26, police reported.
The microcomputer services
department reported the theft to
police Oct. 1. "In the beginning,
they wanted to check all the
possibilities to see if a faculty
member had borrowed it or it had
just been misplaced," a police
spokesman said.

Drunken driving charged
a* Non-student Qrover L Morris, 71, of
Grottoes, Va., was arrested and charged

You'll Be Surprised!
HOMECOMING SPECIALS
Sunset Blues
By Chic

Boast Sweater
For Men

No. 8311
Reg. 34.98

Sizes S-L
Ass't Colors
Reg. 34.98

Sale 24.97

Sale $26.97

Vandalism
► About $300 damage was done to the
practice field across Interstate 81 between Oct. 11 and Monday, police said.
A car apparently made ruts on the
freshly seeded field with Its tires, police
said.
»► Four tires were punctured on a car
parked In the lot on Newman Drive near
Greek Row, police said.
The Incident occurred between 8:45
p.m. Sunday and 8 a.m. Monday and
caused $130 damage.
►■A stone was thrown through the
glass house of the greenhouse between
Carrier Library and the Health Center,
police said.
The stone broke the glass of the roof
and also broke some glass shelves Inside the greenhouse, causing $50
damage.
The Incident was reported Oct. 11, but
police do not know when It occurred
because the greenhouse Is not now In
use.
a* About $25 damage was done to a
vent window of a car parked In the
Chandler Hall parking lot between Oct. 1
and Sunday, police said.
Someone apparently broke the window
In an attempt to steal a radio and tape
player In the car, police said. Nothing
was stolen from the car.
a» A vacuum hose was stolen and a
fuel line cut on a car parked In P-lot
across from Chandler Hall between 7
p.m. Oct. 10 and 9:30 p.m. Saturday,
police said.
The glove box also was tampered with,
but nothing was stolen from the car. Entry apparently was gained through a vent
window.
The hose and fuel line are worth $3.
Thefts
e» Four hubcaps were stolen from a
1966 Mustang parked In X-lot between
Oct. 9 and Oct. 11, police said.
The hubcaps are worth a total of $100.
a* A $90 stereo was stolen from a car
parked In the lot near Chandler Hall between 9 p.m. Friday and 10:30 a.m. Saturday, police said.
There were no signs of forcible entry,
but police suspect entry to the car was
gained with a coat hanger.
a» Two outside rear view mirrors were
stolen from a Mazda parked In X-lot between 7:30 a.m. Oct. 8 and 12:10 p.m.
Saturday, police said.
The mirrors are worth $20.

Levl's Cords
For Men
Reg. 17.98
Sizes 28-38

Sale $13.97
Buy 2 pairs and get
FREE Levl's Wallet

Levrs

with drunken driving about 1 am. Friday
at Bluestone Drive near Gibbons Dining
Hall, police said.
Morris also was charged with refusal
to take a breath or blood test to determine his blood alcohol level, police said.

Men's and Ladies'
Coats and Jackets
Sale Priced

Calvin Klein
Jeans for Ladies

J.G. Hook
Dresses

No. 8719
Reg. 39.98

Khaki
Reg. 73.98

Sale $19.97

Sale $29.97

. ..1SOS.-Maln-St, Downtown Harriaonburg - Hours: Mon-Thurs. 8:304:00, Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9-5:30

Judicial charge
A student was charged Judicially with
drinking In public about 5:10 p.m. Saturday, police said.
A judicial charge Is made when university policy is broken. It Is reviewed by
university judicial officials. Police do not
release the names of students charged
ludlclally.
The student was charged at the football field during the high school band
competition, polios said.

Gty police reported the following
incidents:

Loud neJee charged
Four students were charged with
creating unnecessary loud noise, city
police reported.
► Scot P. McRoberts, 21, of Harrlsonburg was charged about 9:45 p.m. Oct. 10
at South Main Street.
+■ Dennis J. Farrell, 21, of Harrisonburg; and Kurt R. Hohl Jr., 21, of Harrlaonburg; and Stephen H. Jaffa, 20, of
Fairfax were charged about 11:50 p.m.
Oct. 10 at South Main Street.
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SSILMJSKV'S

RESUMES that get results!
OUR PROFESSIONAL RESUMES DO GET RESULTS!
WE HAVE:
*FREE brochure with tips t>n how to write resumes.
♦ Typesetting only $10.00 per page for one-week service.
(Additional charge for faster service.)
■kPrinted quality copies of your resume in any quantity on high
quality paper. Prices vary with quantity.
*Extra sheets and envelopes to match.
ALSO STOP BY FOR:
e ANNOUNCEMENTS! We have a wide variety of graduation and
wedding announcements, stationery, and accessories. Drop by to
browse through our catalogs.

COPIES 5<

f&kf$P*.
PRINTING

WE HAVE SELF-SERVICE COPIERS FOR YOUR
OTHER COPV NEEDS - S« per copy with LD.

kWIK-KOPY PRINTING
35 Kenmore Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(Strert behiml Cloverlcjl McDonild'i in King Photo Buildin

433-2828

£1

She will become
their most deadly weapon.
As long as they can make
her fall in love.
Catering
Imported Ch««**«
Cock till.. Win*. B»«r
Gourmet Iterna of All Nations
Sandwiches • Soot (Eat m-Tafca Out}
52 Wen Water St. • Harrleoobarg. VA
434*7647

Located In Cloverteaf Shopping Center

CAFETERIA
1118.CARLTON8T.
HARRISONBURQ. VA 22801
Our homemade baked goods are the
best In the Valley! You'll love our
apple dumplings!

Cany-out Order* Available)

Thuraday
Stuffed BeU Pappare
Chlckan Uvara
Sweet A Sour Chlckan
Saturday
Pork Tenderloin
Rib Eye Steak

A GEORGE ROY HILL FILM
* JOHN LE CARRES
"THE LITTLE DRUMMER GIRL"

atm—
Tueadey
Chicken a Oumpllnga
Baked Ham
Uvar tOntone

THE
LITTLE
DRUMMER
GIRL
MANEKEATON

Everyday- Roast Baal
Fried Chicken
Fried Rah

Monday
Country Fried Steak
Pappar8taek
Veal Parrnaaan

MANEKEATON

Y0RG0V0YAGIS KLAUS KMSKI
"witbrDAVEGRUSIN

Wednesday
Broiled Flan
Spaghetti & Maataauoal
Barbecue Chlckan

Friday
Barbecue Short Woe
Pork Tenderloin
Rib Eve Steak
Sunday
Turkey 4 Dressing
Pork Tenderloin
Rib Eye Steak

Also many other varied an trees ouch aa:
Maattoaf, Corned Beef, Spaghetti Pie. Fried Shrimp, Smothered Chicken, etc.

kwrfiw Produox PATRICK KEILR
^wMorbflOBNGMANDEL
BasdMiknowlb, JOHN LE CARRE
Produced or ROBERT L CRAWFORD
°™*d by GEORGE ROY HULL

s»ra^=
®Hi^

Starts Friday, Oct if*,
at a Theatre Near Y«..
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The Original Herrmann Royal
Llplzzan stall lone from Austria,
famous for executing ancient
war maneuvers that now are a
lost art, performed at the Harrlsonburg fairgrounds last
weekend.
More than 4,000 people attended the three shows to see about
60 horses which travel
worldwide.
The white stallions, which are
bom black, display variations of
the dressage movement, "airs
above the ground."

Photos by .
Greg Fletcher
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CARS

MIDWAY* MARKET

Shtlr &' Sestacraitt
121 S. Main St.

157 Warsaw Ave.

LARGEST SCREEN IN
HAUUSONVUBG

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
10 FOOT SCREEN
NO COVER
59« NACHO'S
ALL YOU CAN EAT

TUESDAY NIGHT
ROCK VIDEOS
ON 10 FOOT SCREEN
HAPPY HOUR
9 TO CLOSE

*

BUDWEISER (Reg. / Light) 12 pk cans
$4.99
GOEBELS(6pkbtls
$1.69) 12 pk
$2.99
SCHAEFFER(6pk
$1.69) 12 pk
$2.99
LONESTAR(Reg./ Light) 12pk
$3.99
LONE STAR (Reg. / Light) 6 pk
$1.99
BECK'S (Light & Dark) 6 pk btls
$3.99
MOLSON'S-ale, beer, golden
$3.09
COORS (Reg. / Light) 12 pk cans
$4.99
COORS (Reg. / Light)6 pk cans
$2.59
STROHS (Reg. / Light) 6 pk cans/btls
$2.29
STROHS (Reg. / Light) 12 pk
$4.49
OLD MILWAUKEE (Reg./ Light) 6 pk cans
$2.29
'BULL' 6 pk cans
$2.49 OLD MILWAUKEE 12 pk .$4.49
MOOSEHEAD
$3.19 BUSCH 6 pk cans
$2.29
TUBORG 6 pk btls
$1.89 BUSCH 12 pk cans
$4.59
RETURNABLES
COORS / COORS LIGHT (plus deposit)
$9 89
BUSCH (plus deposit)
[[[[] .$3.89
°*;°M,LL
ConR*"""

I
I
O

Q.

SUNDAY FOOTBALL
10 FOOT SCREEN
ALL DAY FOOTBALL
BUY ONE LUNCH - GET ONE FREE
/0-2 1-84

KE

^

C

O
3
I
I

$17.99(%),Va $27.99
$23.99(V4), Vk $38.99

™™**w.***»

^HSORBULL.:::::
SCHAFFER
■D

434-7948

-:.:::::::::::::::::::2K

0TH

f9R

'CEsmbag
E S

arton(Re9)

CHIPS^
h an
or-ii^b
i lb. baa
bag

_

L

^

W-79
-iw*) '■'■■'■ ***
«o
no
o—
««
$2.09
8oz.

99

Open Nightly Till Midnight

BUD LIGHT),

'

prices expire 10-21-84

HEBHAGE
HAVE A TASTEFUL
HOMECOMING
none lnZ£* .t0""

W61 ALFRED NOBEL LIGHTS THE FIRST STICK OF
DYNAMITE. AND NEVER GETS ANOTHER
MOMENTS PEACE
But he got a tug bang out of
hsdocovery
Andyoulgeta
btygerbangout
otdscovermg
Budljqht Itsthe
kssbtotgkghtbeer
with the hrst name
nlaste
Getonthesock
Hurry io the bate!

.
f

your choice and bring
out your best By
discovering today s
great tight Bud Light

EVERYTHING
ELSEISJUST
ALIGHT

INC.

Ch,n8

••

,lne

» yo"*** b^"1

,wa
ou
on.
ISESJES*!?
"
»
«"•the
Heritage-.
one more good reason to come home■»to
Volley.
-"?

Breakfast Served 6

- ^mrst w=»—- - -
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JIFFY 66 & MARKET
'sTAiro IUU, 11
M* Msrtk Ubarty
■arrtaoahwt. Tirtiaii
434-IIZ2

■LIMN11 PMENTSII
■WTWia —* rMwta at^ia
awwwawM
jSOTronao
watercolora, angravlnoa,
otlpalntlofls, prtnls, mlnoi»,
Victorian latfy's dok, vtctatan
marbto topped tabki,
achoolmaataf s daak, amall tables,
witter plant stand, roc Kara,
bookcasaa, hall traaa, pottary,
ba skats, boxsa, candMlleta,
glaaswaia, crock*, «w» tablas,
candla stand, oil lamp
lamp*, box**, nlla lltaa
hanging panals

Hanisonburg
Baptist Church
Tom Reynolds; Pastor
,

ft.

- WELCOMES- STUDENTS Sunday Bible Study
9:45 A.M.
Worship

PORT REPUBLIC ROAD
Please Have I.D.

BEER
Coors and COOTS Light
12pkcana
Coors and Coors Light
Spkcans
Old Milwaukee and Light
Spkcans
Budwelaer and Bud Light
12pkcane

LONGNECKS „

GET TWO EDUCATIONS
FROM ONE COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIP.
An education in your chosen major. And an education
in becoming an Army ROTC officer. You get both with
an Army ROTC scholarship.
Army ROTC is the college program that trains you to
become an officer, a leader and a manager.
You take ROTC along with your other studies and
graduate with both a degree and a second lieutenant's
commission.
Best of all, you can put both of your educations to
work right away. In today's modern high-tech Army,
we need engineers, communication experts, computer
specialists, and other professionals.
Our scholarships cover full tuition and required fees.
They also provide an amount for books, supplies and
equipment, as well as an allowance of up to $1000
each school year they're in effect.
So if you think all scholarships just provide you with a
college degree, look Into an Army ROTC scholarship.
You'll be in for quite an education.

$5.29
$2.59
$2-29
$4.49

Buach Spkcans
Goebels12pkcans
Scheafer 12 pk cans
Molson6pkN.R.'s
MooseheadSpk N.R.*a
Olympla and Light 6 pk cans
HalnekenSpk
Milwaukee Best

^jftj

$2.29
$3.39
$3.39
$2.99
$329
$2.49
$3-89
$159

mAttm

Coors
$9.49 dep.$1.25
Coors Ught ... .$9.49dep.$1.25

IW»A.M.

2 Bocks North of the Quad on
Main St.

433-8559

KEGS
Coors
Budwelser
Old Milwaukee
Busch
Miller
Schaaffer

(V4)$34.99,(%)$22.99
(Vi)$38.50,('/4)$23.99
<%)$27.99,(%)$16.95
(V4)$28.99
(*%)$35.961<%)$20.95
(%)$24.99

Bull

(%)$27.99

Stroha
Blue Ribbon
Mlchelob
National Bohemian

GROCERIES

Milk 1 gal
Cigarettes
Coke 16oz. N.R.'s

(Vi)$27.99
(V4)$27.95,(%)$15.99
(tt)$41.99,(%)$27.99
(V.) $24.99

•

*1"
Reg.$6.70,100's$6.90
$1.99 6 pk

The Phillips 66 Across From Ho-Jo's
433-8559

Pre Homecoming Party
Imitate your favorite star!

$100

CONTEST
ARMY ROTC
BEALLYOUCANBE.

Contact: Capt. Torres
Stad Bldg, Rm F205
Phone: 568-6355
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Ails & People
Musician shares talent at JMU
By Alison Colby
assistant features editor

He traded his motorcycle for an
English horn in junior high school
and has been making music ever
since.
Thomas Stacy, now the New York
Philharmonic's principal English
horn player, helped kick off JMU's
1984-1985 Fine Arts Series with the
JMU Symphony Orchestra Tuesday
night in Wilson Hall auditorium.
Though his specialty is the English
horn, Stacy did not begin his musical
training with the woodwind instrument.
"I started playing the piano, then
the violin," Stacy said in an interview after the performance. "The
clarinet was the first woodwind instrument I played. Then I switched
to the oboe. And in junior high
school, I sold my motorcycle and
bought my English horn — the
ultimate sacrifice."
Since junior high school, Stacy's
talents have come a long way. He
has been referred to as "a poet
among craftsmen" by well-known
composer Leonard Bernstein.
Stacy said he played in the Arkansas All-State High School Band with
Ben Wright, now a JMU associate
professor and director of the symphony orchestra. "But it doesn't
matter what year that was," he said
with a grin.
Two years ago, he received an invitation from the music department
to perform here. He said he decided
to accept because he wanted to perform with JMU students.

Besides the English horn, Stacy
plays the oboe and the oboe
d'amore, an instrument similar in
shape to the English horn but
smaller.

Stacy performed two selections
with the orchestra — "The Swan of
Tuonela No. 3," by Jean Sibelius
and "Concerto for English Horn
and Strings," written for him by
Vincent Persichetti.
"The Swan of Tuonela No. 3"
was written in 1893 for solo English
horn and orchestra. The pictorial
content of the work is given in
preface to the score.
"Concerto for English Horn and
Strings," the other peice performed
by Stacy, was first performed by him
and the New York Philharmonic on
Nov. 17,1977. In 1978, the piece was
awarded first prize in the Kennedy
Center/Friedheim Awards for composition of best new American work.
Other composers have exhibited
their respect for Stacy's talents
through compositions written
especially for him.
A piece for oboe d'amore, entitled
"Oboe D'Amore," was written for
Stacy by Jon Deak. A work for electrified English horn, "The Edge of
the Olde One," was written for him
by Sydney Hodkinson.
Although Stacy performs with the
New York Philharmonic, the Arkansas native.makes his home in Old
Greenwich, Conn.
Since graduating with distinction
from the Eastman School of Music,
Stacy has appeared throughout the
world with orchestras and as a guest
artist in recital as well as a teacher of
master classes.

"There are not thousands asking
me to perform with them," Stacy
admitted. "And coming here was a
long term arrangement."

An annual Stacy seminar is held
each summer for English hornists
from around the world.

During the concert, Stacy performed solely on English horn, but
his virtuosity extends beyond his
primary instrument.

Stacy said he likes to share his
talents with students and especially
likes to visit colleges and universities
to do just that.

Photo courtesy of JMU News

■^pfi^J^JrJ?
***ny*• ^ York Phlllwsymph
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The 1984-1985 Fine Arts Series
The following are the remaining performances in the Series:

Tueeday, Jan. 29,1885

Thursday, Nov. 15,1864

Broadway Tonight - Gordon Macrae and
Anna Maria Alberghetti perform selections
from Broadway musicals.

Julian Bream — guitarist and lutenist.

Tueaday, March 18,1886
«9or Klpnla - harpsichordist.
Tuaaday, April 8,1866
Tommy Nowaom - jaa

mu8ician.

I
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Movie review

Teachers' passes test but fails class
By Brian Rawdon
staff writer

"Teachers" shouldn't teach.
When this movie tries to teach, it fails the
course. But when it doesn't — when it shows
the good clean fun of going to school — it
passes the test.
"Teachers" is actually two movies spliced
together. Neither makes a point. Neither do
the two put together.
One movie is about the wacky staff and
students of JFK High School and the weird
things that happen to them in the course of
the education process.
The other is about the responsibility a
school has to teach its students, and concerns
the problems that arise when a former student sues the school because its teachers failed to teach him to read or write.
However, the movie's excellent cast of
leading and supporting players makes this
movie better than it should be. Nick Nolte,
the formerly idealistic teacher at odds with
the school system, and Jobeth Williams, the
lawyer pressing the suit against the school,
bring in fine performances despite some low
points.
At times, Nolte is in danger of becoming a
self-parody with his overly hoarse voice and
Tiny Tim-ish looks.

Williams is put through a ridiculous nude
scene near the end of the picture that is not
only out of character but tasteless.
Other cast members include Judd Hirsch
the realistic vice principal who runs the
school because the head principal is a nitwit.
Ralph Macchio, who did such a good job in
"The Karate Kid," is out of place as the
school delinquent. His character is too much
of a cliche to be believable.
Director Arthur Hiller weaves the narrative through bits and pieces of scenes until
the very end when the plot is fulfilled.
Much of the comedy is found in the short
scenes long before the climax. Here, the supporting cast carries the film. Allen Garfield,
a teacher who constantly fights his class, gets
bitten by one of his students. Royal Dano is
hilarious as a teacher whose classes are so
dull that, when he dies at his desk, no one
realizes it.

ly one who really has his head on straight.
The plot, what there is of it, centers
around Nolte and his fight for quality in
education. It also concerns, his fight to convince Macchio to put in the'effort to pass his
courses. At this point, director Hiller gets
preachy and boring.
At this point, it seems the lilting music
should be cropping up in the background
somewhere, but it is hard to really care
because most of the characters don't care
themselves.
W.R. McKinney, who wrote the
screenplay, has invented some excellent and
wildly diverse characters, with the exception
of Macchio. But he loses his way when he
tries to make a statement on the quality of
education in our schools today. And his
point, if there is one, is weakened by the fact
that he doesn't blame anyone or suggest how
things should be remedied.

Richard Mulligan gives the best performance of the film as an outpatient from a
mental hospital who somehow becomes a
substitute history teacher. He likes to teach
by example, imitating characters from
history to illustrate his lectures. Not only are
his classes a lot of fun, but compared to the
rest of the characters in the film, he is the on-

Another negative point is the soundtrack.
Not only is it poor to begin with, but it crops
up at all the wrong moments.
"Teachers" is hilarious and somber, witty
and depressing.
But the two sets of emotions that separate
this film do not mesh, and, as a result,
neither does the film.

after hours
Thursday
Music
►Theta Chi and Sigma Kappa Sponsor Night (d.J.) JM's, $.75 covar charge.
► Dazzle Soya (country) — Qandy Dancer, cover charge
not available.
►•The Dada (new rock) — Calhouna, $3 cover.
►Rugby Sponsor Night (d.|.) - Cars, $1 cover charge.
►Ladles night (d.J.) - Belle Meade, $2 cover, ladles $1.

► Rebecca — Qrafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 and 0:30 p.m.,
$1.50 with ID, $2 without ID.
►Places In the Hssrt (PO) - Roth Thsstrss, 7:15 and
9:15 p.m. shows $4
►Purple Rain (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 and 9 p.m. ahows
|4
►Teachers (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 snd 9:15 p.m.
►Irreconcilable Dlfferencee (PO) - Vlrglnls Thester, 7
and 0 p.m. shows $4.

Friday
Music
►$100 Up Syne Contest (d.J.) - JM's, $1 cover charge.
► Brian Husky (gultsr and vocsls) - Calhoun s, $1 covsr
►Windsor (rock) - Scruples, $3 covsr chsrgs.
►LA Express (country) - Qandy Dsncer, cover chsrgs
not available.

►Tricks (rock) — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.
►d.J. — Cars, no cover charge.
► Contraband (Top-40) — Bolls Meade, $2 cover.
Movies
►The Big Chill (R) — Qrafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 and 9:30
p.m., $1.50 with ID, $2 without.
►Tommy — Qrafton-Stovall Theatre, midnight, $1.50
with 10, $2 without.
► Placee In the Heart (PO) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 and
9:15 p.m. shows $4.
►Thief of Hearts (R) - Roth Theatres, 7 and 9 p.m.
shows $4.
►Teeohera(R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 snd 9:15 p.m.
shows $4.
►The Razor's Edge (PQ) — Virginia Theater, 7 and 9 p.m.
shows $4.

Saturday
Music
►$100 Danoe Contest (d.J.) — JM's, $1 cover charge.
►Jlmmy-0 (contemporary) — Calhoun's, $1 cover.
►Windsor (rock) — Scruples, $3 cover charge.
►LA Express (country) — Qandy Dancer, cover charge
not avaliable.
►Tricks (rock) — Scotland Yard, covsr charge not
available.
►dj. — Cars, no cover charge.

►Contraband — Belle Meade, $2 cover.
Movtss
►The Big ChNI (R) - Grafton-Stovall Theater, 7 and 9:30
p.m., $1.50 with ID, $2 without.
►Places In the Heart (PQ) — Roth Theatres, 7:15 snd
9:15 p.m. shows $4► Thief of Hearts (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 and 9 p.m.
shows $4►Teaohora (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 snd 9:15 p.m.
shows $4.
►The Razor's Edge(PQ) - Virginia Theater, 7 and 9 p.m.
shows $4.

Etc.
QoH
►Lsksvlsw Qolf Course - $1 for students with IDs to
plsy West nlns holes. Regulsr prices are $7 weekdsys,
$4.50 after 5 p.m. snd $9.50 for weekends end holidays.
Bowling
►Valley Lanes — $90 dsys and $1.25 for tenpins and
$1.15 for duckplns nights. Open 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. every
day.
Horseback Riding
►Oak Manor Farms — US 11 South.
Roisr Skating
►Skatetown USA — Open Tuesday 10a.m. to noon and
Tuesday through Friday 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
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Select Group of Corduroys for Women by:
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Rumble Seats

Ms. Lee
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RECORDS
TAPES
ACCESSORIES

&

[ the body shop]
Assorted Styles and Colors

^

V

25% oft
at

82 South Main Street
DOWNTOWN

%*

the body shop
2 N. Main St.

•EVERY FRIDAY-HAPPY HOUR
$1.00 OFF ANY NEW
LP OR CASSETTE

-*9
~~"""™^

*

"o
o
O

* 4U

S«UM»S

O

o

82 South Mam

ANY NEW LP OR CASSETTE!
OFFER GOOD THRU
NOV 30

NOT VALID WITH
ANV OTHER OFFER

Stroh's Beer 6pk cans reg/llte

downtown - court square

OUR NURSING
SCHOLARSHIPS WILL
HELP YOUR
MEDICAL PLANS

•EVERYDAY STUDENT DISCOUNTS!
10% OFF PRICE MARKED
WITH COLLEGE ID

O"

433-1647

4-8 PM

•EVERY THURSDAY-TRADE-IN DAY!
TRADE 5 OLD SALABLE
ALBUMS FOR 1 NEW

U-.

Choice
Layaway

■n

LIMIT I COUPON
PER CUSTOMER

*$1.59

National Bohemian Beer 6pk cans

$1.39

Lonestar Beer 6pk cans reg/llte

$1.59

Tuborg Beer 6pk NR Bottles

.$1.79

Old Milwaukee Beer 12pk cans reg/llte

$4.29

Busch Beer 6pk cans

$2.19

Coors Beer 12pk cans reg/llte

$4.79

Budwelser Beer 12pk cans reg/llte

$4.79

Molson Beer, Ale, Golden 6pk

$2.95

Mlchelob Beer reg/llte

$2.95

Coke, Sprite, Tab, Mr. Pibb 6pk cans

$1.39

Hyde Park Frozen Pizza 10oz (Assorted)

88*

Del Monte Catsup (qt)

99c

Family Pak ground beef (3lbs or more)

99elb

Sauers Mayonaise (qt)

$1.19
• No Ralnchocks

For senior Colleen Leonard, the high cost of tuition
hasn'* Jeopardized her future In medicine. If you are
having trouble meeting tuition, Army ROTC may have
just what the doctor ordered:
An Army ROTC scholarship.
ROTC recently set aside hundreds of scholarships
solely for nursing students like yourself.
Each one covers full tuition, books and other supplies,
and pays you up to $1000 each school year It's In effect.
So make an appointment to find out more about an Army ROTC scholarship. ROTC is now accepting applications for two and three year scholarships.

ARMYROIC
BEsALLYOUCANBE.
•
Contact: Capt. Torres
Stad Bldg, Rm F205
Phone: 568-6355
MW 14:00-14:50
TTh 10:50-11:40
^™™

■p^>
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Two faces of Haley revealed
By Scott Tolley
sports editor

Off the field, Charles Haley has
lots of friends and that's the way he
likes it, but on the field, congeniality
takes a back seat.
"I tell people, 'You're my friend
off the field,' but on the field . . .
you don't have friends when you're
on the field," Haley said.
JMU's junior linebacker can best
be characterized as having a split
personality. There's Haley the football player and Haley the person.
And similarities between the two
are few.
When asked to describe his style
on the football field, Haley, after a
moment of silence, answered "aggressive . . . very aggressive."
But for those who have watched
Haley roam the field in the capacities
of both an outside and inside
linebacker, aggressive seems too
passive an adjective. Words like
vicious, malicious and intimidating
appear to be more appropriate.
At 6-foot-4 and 230 pounds,
Haley is somewhat ominous looking.
If that isn't enough, a friendly hand
shake with Haley can make one
break out in a nervous sweat, as his
hand, measuring close to 11 inches
from thumb to pinkie, engulfs
yours.
But the real reason those adjectives best fit Haley is simple enough
— Haley loves to hit, and he does it
weU.
"I hate getting hit. I like to hit and

Homecoming '84

Northeastern Huskies
Location: Boston, Mass.
Enrollment: 17,500
Conference: l-AA Independent
1963 record: 6-4-1
1984 record: 1-4
Head coach: Paul Pawlak
Pawl a k' s record: 13-21-1
Last week: Lost to Rhode
Island 30-22
Series record: First meeting
Returning lettermen: 34
Basic offense: Pro-l
Basic defence: "52"

not get hit," Haley said. "That's the
main thing — if they (the coaches)
didn't let me hit, I wouldn't play.
"I feel I hit hard, I can tell by the
guy I hit — his reaction and the expression on his face. I like the pain
part."
Haley is the type of player who is
willing to sacrifice form for punishment.
"Hitting a guy straight on and
stopping all his motion is what some
people say is the best tackle. I don't
think so," Haley said. "When you
just rip them in half — I call that a
great tackle. It makes me feel good. I
get excited.
"It was either Delaware or
Morehead. State ... I 'clotheslined'
this guy. It was nice. That's what I
look to get."
Haley's sadistic approach to the
game has done nothing but reap him
benefits.
Going into this weekend's contest
with Northeastern, Haley leads the
team in tackles with 83. He has been
either the team leader or tied for the
lead in tackles for five of the seven
games JMU has played, including a
season-high 21 tackles in the Dukes'
upset victory over Delaware State.
As a freshman starter at outside
linebacker, Haley was second on the
team in tackles with 85. Last season,
Haley was moved to inside
linebacker midway through the
season and finished with a team-high
143 tackles.
Haley has earned back-to-back
preseason All-America honors and
has been an All-State selection in his
first two seasons.
His stats and his week-to-week
performances have led Haley to be
touted as the best linebacker in the
state and possibly in the midAltantic region.
But Haley isn't so quick to make
such boasts. _
__
"If people want to think that, they
can. I don't worry about things like
that," he said. "I do some things I
didn't know I could do. I impress
myself sometimes. I'm not going to
lie — I don't put anybody over me,
but I don't underestimate anybody
either. If I know about anybody better than me, I find out their
weakness and make it my strength."
Head coach Challace McMillin
doesn't believe he's qualified to say
that Haley is in a class all by himself,
but he is quick to agree that Haley is
the best he's ever coached.
"I haven't seen all the linebackers
play. I'd imagine he's as good as any
in the state. I don't think there's any
better," McMillin said. "He has a
lot of untapped potential. He's no
where near where he could be. His
best ball is ahead of him."

..'

Staff photo by STEPHEN JAFFE

'I like the pain part.'
— Charles Haley
Which all leads to pro ball and
whether Haley has got what it takes
to make it.
"The coaches say I have the
potential to make it. I don't know —
time will tell," Haley said. "That's
my goal, to be a professional football player, but I'm not going to
press the issue. If anything I'll deny
it. I don't want to prove myself
wrong and other people wrong. I
just let things work out for
themselves."
But one thing the recognition, the
honors and the high expectations
haven't done is change Haley as a
person.
Sitting there in blue jeans, an olive
drab sweater and wearing his
favorite blue hat, which has the in-

itials 'CH' ironed on, Haley emphasized that he's a "down to
earth" person and he plans to remain so.
"I don't change my standards,"
he said. "I like staying at the level
I'm at — plain, ordinary and middle
class. I don't feel I'm better than
anyone else and no one else is better
than me, so I don't try to make people uncomfOrtable.''
Haley will tell you there are many
drawbacks to being big and having
the reputation he does for playing
football.
"You can't help but notice it —
my sire. They (people) are intimidated, but thev shouldn't be."
See HALEY page 19 ►
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BC-West Virginia
RedskinsSt Louis
top schedule
Games of the Week

News Editor

Constance Walker
Editor

Dan Riordan
SGA President

Virginia by 5
Va. Tech by 14
BC by 6
BYU by 2
Kentucky by 4
Iowa by 3
Auburn by 7
So. Carolina by 6

Virginia by 3
Va. Tech by 10
BCby7
Air Force by 3
v LSU by 1
^ Iowa by 1
Auburn by 7
Notre Dame by 7

Virginia by 7
Va. Tech by 10
BCby3
BYU by 10
Kentucky by 4
Michigan by 6
Auburn by 3
So. Carolina by 7

Virginia by 10
Va. Tech by 10'
BCby7
BYU by 10
LSU by 7
Iowa by 3
Auburn by 4
So. Carolina by 4

Washington by 7
Chicago by 9
Giants by 6
Raiders by 3
Miami by 10
Jets by 4
Rams by 4

Washington by 2
Chicago by 3
Giants by 4
Raiders by 4
Miami by 5
Jets by 6
Rams by 3

Washington by 7
Chicago by 1
Giants by 3
Raiders by 7
Miami by 10
Kansas City by 5
Rams by 1

St. Louis by 14
Chicago by 3
Giants by 7
Raiders by 10
Miami by 10
Kansas City by 3
Rams by 3

Washington by 6
Chicago by 10
Giants by 3
San Diego by 3
Miami by 13
Kansas City by 7
Atlanta by 6

10-3-2, .733
24-4-2, .833

8-5-2, .600
23-5-2, .800

10-3-2, .733
23-5-2, .800

6-7-2, .467
18-10-2, .633

Guest pick

Kerry Coffelt
Asst. Sports Editor

Scott Toiley
Sports Editor

BUI Goodykoontz

Virginia by 4
Va. Tech by 13
BC by 6
BYU by 4
LSU by 2
Michigan by 3
Auburn by 8
So. Carolina by 5

Washington at St. Louis
Chicago at Tampa Bay
N.Y. Giants at Philadelphia
LA. Raiders at San Diego
Miami at New England
Kansas City at N.Y. Jets
LA. Rams at Atlanta (Mon.)
Last week's record
Season record

College
Wake Forest at Virginia
William and Mary at Va. Tech
Boston College at West Virginia
Brigham Young at Air ForGe
LSU at Kentucky
Michigan at Iowa
Georgia Tech at Auburn
South Carolina at Notre Dame

Pros

In last week's picks, Kerry Coffelt posted a 10-3-2 record, vaulting him into first place in the overall standings. Bill
Goodykoontz also went 10-3-2, moving him into a tie for second in the overall race with Scott Toiley, one game behind Coffelt. Toiley led after the first week, but slipped to 8-5-2 last week. Constance Walker had her troubles as she struggled to a
6-7-2 mark and sole possession of last place. Last week's guest Ken Ries, JMU's sports information director, went 8-5-2. This
week's guest is SGA President Dan Riordan.

MR. SHOE'S

SQUIRE HILL
APARTMENTS

9

Still Have
Vacancies
6 Mo. Lease Avail.

From $330
Washer Dryer Incl.
Bus Service

All nobodys call this number.

TELEPHONE
(703) 434-2220

jwr.

'.V

HAIRSTYLING

Asks

Are you a Nobody?
Are you a Loser?
Are you a Chump?
You are all of these If you haven't
come to my store.
I carry name Brand shoes at V>
price.
New shoes arrive weekly.
If you own a pair of my shoes or
boots, you're one step away from
being a winner.
Love Chllton
Mr. Shoe's welcomes all J.M.u.
artwork for display
14 East Water Street
434-4466

u

PERM SPECIAL
$
5
27
° (Free Cut)
(Regular From $35.00)
coupon

WE USE & SELL

Call 433-8600
Ask for Jeannie
54 South Main St. Harrisonburg
(Downtown Court Square)

SHAMPOO-HAIRCUT'STY'LE"
SPECIAL

$-m°°
IU

F r

°

$ 7 50
f

Women

(Reg. $12.00 and up)

(Reg. $8.50)

Offer
Good thru Oct. 31
i
-

For
Men

K
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Haley
(Continued from page 17)

he said. "If a person is nervous
around me I'll crack a joke. I tell
them to be themselves 'cause I'm going to be myself.
"I like having fun and I like
meeting people — just joking
around with them. I like to make
people feel they are special. I'm really a nice guy, unless people rub me
the wrong way."
Haley attributes his personality to
his upbringing, saying that his community and the people in it had a
great influence on him. Haley has
lived his entire life in Gladys, Va.,
which has a population of about 200
people. His high school, William
Campbell, had only 107 people in its

graduating class.
He admitted to still having strong
family ties, saying that this is the
reason he enjoys leading a more simple life.
But one thing bothers Haley — acceptance. He said people watch him
play and think that he's the same
sort of person off the field. But he
likes to think of himself as two different people, and all he wants is for
people to accept both sides of
Charles Haley.
"Some people think because I'm
big I don't have feelings. Some people don't think I'm human — I have
feelings too. This is what I've been
trying to say."

Women's tennis
finishes 3rd
in tournament
The JMU women's tennis team
finished third in the 23-team Eastern
Collegiate Championships in West
Point, N.Y. over the weekend.
The Dukes finished with
26Vipoints, which placed them
behind tournament-winner Syracuse
(35 points) and the University of
Pennsylvania (32i4).
In singles action, the Dukes' Terri

>mir, "■— ^

Cdme enfoyan autumn day at a
\igmhunt country steeplechase.

Gaskill finished second as she lost in
the finals to the University of Pennsylvania's Julie Sutton 6-3, 6-1. Sutton was the tourney's number one
seed.
In doubles action, JMU's Susie
Peeling and Lee Custer combined to
win the consolation round finals.

Men's tennis
The JMU men's tennis team tied
for 12th place in the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference (ECAC)
Championships in Princeton, N.J.
over the weekend.
The Dukes compiled 25 points tying them with Boston College. The
16-team tournament was won by
Harvard, who totaled 121 points..
JMU's Keith Ciocco reached the
consolation finals in singles play.
The doubles team of Rob Smith and
Kent Boerner also reached the consolation finals.
The consolation finals were
forfeited by the Dukes, as the team
returned home from the tourney
earlier due to scheduling problems
and minor injuries to several players.

Field Hockey
The JMU field hockey team ti
William and Mary 1-1 in double
overtime Wednesday night at
Madison Stadium.
The tie extended the Dukes'
(9-6-1) unbeaten streak to five
games.
JMU's goal was scored by Diane
Buch.

Volleyball

day in the country. A
day at the races. A rousing
tailgate party. A crowd of
good friends.
You can put it all
?S2Z
October 20.
here in day
And you can start with
a guest pass that admits
your whole car load for
only $5.
You can pick up the

And wind up with dinner
at a local country inn,
afterwards.
So take a break from
football one afternoon
this fall. Go pick up your
pass for Great Meadow,
and you're off to the races.

directions ri ht
#r *>. ^^RlP^f^ here
Pass and
s
at school. Then

Plains, 33 ^ ,
miles outside * *
Washington
between Warrenton and
Middleburg, at noon Satur-

you can plan a beautiful
morning drive in the
country. An exciting afternoon on the breathtaking
new Great Meadow course.

Pick up your discount passes here on campus:

At the Student Activities Center

The JMU volleyball team, ranked
15th in the latest NCAA Division II
top-20 poll, finished second in the
Wake Forest Invitational Tournament held over the weekend.
The Dukes* (21-5) lost the opening
match of the weekend to Appalachian State in five games, but rebounded to defeat North CarolinaCharlotte and Wake Forest, putting
JMU in the finals. There, the Dukes
were defeated again by Appalachian
State, 15-12, 7-15, 15-11, 15-10.

Football
Special seating arrangements will
apply to the Parent's Day game on
Oct. 27 so JMU students may sit
with their parents.
All seats will be reserved. Students
will receive their own reserved tickets
at no charge by presenting their I.D.
at the Athletic Ticket Office in the
Convocation Center during the week
of Oct. 21-26.
At that time, students may buy
tickets for seats next to their own at
$7 per ticket. Parents may also pay
for ther tickets through the mail by
using a form they will receive, but
the tickets must be picked up by the
student in order to have seats
together.

A
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classifieds
Classified ads In TIM Brsszs cost $1
f<x up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words,
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance
payment Is required.
Deadlines are noon Friday for
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday for
Thursday's Issue. Ads may be mailed to
The Breeze, James Madison University,
Harrlsonburg, Va. 22807, or may be
delivered to The Breeze office In the
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall, at
Grace and South Main streets.
Categories Include Personals, For
Sale, For Rent, Help Wanted, Services,
Wanted, Lost and Found. Found ads are
free.

by Berke Breathed

Bloom County
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For Sale
Rocky'a Antique Mall Super stuff;
reasonable prices. Largest antique mall
In the Shenandoeh Valley. 15 minutes
south of JMU on Rt 11. Visa, Master
Card. Thursday - Sunday 9 • 5.
Duplex Each half la a 3 bedroom
townhouse In Rosedale subdivision. 11/4
miles east of JMU on Port Republic Rd.(2
mln. by car)- Includes washer, dryer, kitchen appliances, heat pump, disposal,
very energy efficient. 4 years old. $10,000
down and assumeble fixed-rate mortgage. $88,000. 434-2100.
Spinet-Console Piano Responsible party
wanted to take over low monthly
payments on spinet piano. Can be seen
locally. Writs: Credit Manager, PO Box
33, Frledens, PA 16841.
^
Vintage Unlimited Inside Harrison Antiques at NW corner Court Square. Only 11
shopping days til Halloween Create your
very own costume from our large Invsntory of unique and original clothing.
la H true you csn buy Jeeps for $44
through the US government? Get the
facts today I Call 1-312742-1142 Ext.
5080.
36mm Yaahlca SLR extension tubes,
28mm wide angle, 3x teleconverter,
90-230 zoom, professional flash, cases,
filters. $328. 434-2100.
Super 8mm Movie Camera and Projecter.
Both with sound used 5 times. $300.
434-2100. ____^
Maxal XLII 90 or TDK SA-90. 2*6.20
27!
0*
10*24.95. Muslq Museum. 88 E. Market
197$ Duster 6 cyl., automatic, power
steering. Good condition. $850msg. Call
Rick 434-0485.

Wanted
Prince Concert Ticket for Capital Center.
Willing to pay reasonable price. Call
Brett (703) 889-1182.
Roommate to share large house with
seven girls. Convenient to JMU.
$120rmonth plus utilities. Available second semester. For more Information
call 8tacey at 434-6123.
Drummer and Singer Forming new band.
Romantics, U2, etc. Serious replies only.
Call Dave T. 433-3378 or PO 5144.

Services
Research Papers! 306-page catalog 15,278 topical Rush $2. Research, 11322
Idaho, Number 208MB, Los Angeles, CA
90025 (213) 477-8226.
Professional Resume/Typing. Services
vis Computer. Call Barbara 4340948.
Prefasslonal Typing. Call Kathy
4338018.
Break dancing Lesions Learn to move
like Michael Jackson. $Messon. Call
Tony Simptdns 434-2920.
Oet high for scenic Shenandoah Valley
air tours
tor feat travel to any deetJnatlon call William x4147.
i Strung on campus Tennis, RacQuetbetl, squash. Call Brian x4149.

Confidential Abortion Services ...
because we believe s woman fsoed with
an unintended pregnancy should have a
full range of options available to her.
Hagerstown Reproductive Health Services - member of the National Abortion
Federation (NAF). All counseling end
medical services met or exceed NAF
guidelines. Call collect for Information or
to schedule sn appointment: (301)
733-2400.
Typing Service 21 years experience.
$1/page. Mrs. Pries, 6790936.
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy toot. Birthright. 434-0003.
PJfjJtoast BBQ Book early. (703)
Proiee alone! Typing 65 cents a pagsl
Call Julie. Evenings 434-4588.
Professional Typing Susan, x82929a.m.
12:30 p.m., or 48+7806.

PFB Hsppy Birthday • where are our
flowers - damnltl? Bet you didn't think
you'd be reading this In ths Brsszs after
11-flfths of alcohol, but ws'rs amazing!
Still waiting for ths pictures (you and ths
ons with ths ssxy voice). Have fun but be
good I T-Boiio snd Annabelle.

Qreot Christmas Graduation gifts for
students or slums... Wilson Prints _ on
sals st Saturday's game. Sponsored by
Dolts Sigma PI.
Tonlo Happy 20th. With love, VM and KP.

BIV Oh God! Not another B-day. Eeekl
You'rB finally 20I Guess It's time to Back
In Black. You porno start Homework?
Better go to JM'o Instead. Smoke stsck
wants you, but you must rspsl him - make
him relinquish the ball. I wanted to gst
you s demonic Cabbage Patch Doll, but
- Luv, DLR, Khan, snd ths other Hot Cod.

Friday $100 Up Syn Contest st JM's.
Saturday $100 Danes Contest at JM's.

Mitch Hsppy Birthday!
sweetheart I Lovs, J and K,

You'ra

a

MSCW Happy "20" Birthday! You srs
lust TOO old snd TOO funny. You owe me
your life ... Love, Boom Boom.

i Catalog of 18,000 topics. Send
$1. Research, 407 8. Dearborn, Chicago,
IL 80806. (312) 922-0300.

CSVIN Here's hoping that together we

Campus Hop to run spring break vacation
trip to Daytona Beach. Earn free trip and
monsy. Send resume to College Travel
Unlimited, PO Box 8083 Station A,
Daytona Beech, FL 32022, Include phone
numbers please.

__S£_gga____'

i $1*869 - $60,68-year.
Now Hiring. Your Area. For Information
Call 606^67-6000. Ext. 8528.

Personals
JM's Daily DeNvery 11.-00 a.m. -1:30 Tm.
weekdays, tsH 200 a.m. weekends.
Your Message FHee when you say It with
balloons from Rights of Fancy. All occaslons In stock. Free delivery. 434-3361.
Intereotod hi a bea facial? Interested In a
fun, easy way to earn free cosmetics?
Call 4334821.
Thursday Sponsor night at JM's. Theta
Chi and 8lgms Kappa.
On behalf of sll the
Bagstudenta, we would like to thank their
friends for all the help and emotional
support In these peat seven weeks. Zippar the Bagdog also doss not wish to
apologize for his behavior at the football
game on Oct. 7.

M
__-I_T"t,You're
w,°/ tn#
™~ M'« *nd
ovarythlng.
great! Admirer.
N

t

tho

S_!B_
the water! ■ _.
The-i*■
Shadow.»" ">*• •• In
n Marketing Education. Contact Dr. Bolt
In Maury Hall, Rm. 120. He's nice.
IP Special All pro-owned LP's -1/2 price
_£__% 2ft Mu,le Mussum. 6S E
Market 8t. Sale Home excluded.

BK* B*IMtt0" W# ■*»■ In Y6u"r
£_?. ___ "W fr-atod) Birthday I!
Pasts Peevs • Naatravosal Lovs. Claire.
Wbi o Praa Pins from Mr. Qsttl's and two
Both Theater tickets In ths Dsrta Men^Homecoming Raffle. Tickets on uC
Saturdays game. Drawing ,t haimms.

Happy Mrthday TWOC, JB, and Drugl
YouVe no longer teenagers
^'
T ST ^ril?'Frtdiy M*W Hour 2

The Little Sisters of TKE would like to extend their congratulations to ths 23 TKE
pledgee. Qood Luck Guys.

For Rent
Room $70/month. Call 433-3092.
Single Bedroom Apt near JMU on Dutchmlli Court. $215. 434-2100.
LP Rental Special Rent any 3 LP's for $5.
Tuesdays only. Music Museum. 66 E.
Market St.

Lost
Ladles Quid Watch at Calhoun's last
Tuesdsy. Please call 434-8867.

Help Wanted
M0-00 Per Hundred Pstd for processing
mall st home! Information, send selfaddressed stamped envelop. Associates,
Box 98, Roasita, New Jersey 07203.
Dai Personnel with and without cars.

a.ywo,d ****"»wwh,n- Waitress Apply at Jesse's Quick Lunch.
Need Cash? Earn $500-plua each school
y»ar, part-time (flexible) hours each weak
placing and filing posters on campus.
Serious workers only; wo give recommen datlona. 1-800-24Se679.
"•word Free Trip to Daytona plus Com
mission Money. Wanted:
Organized
group or Individual to promote the No 1
Spring Break Trip to Deytona. If you are
_??«'.#d In our reword cell (4141
781-0466 or 1-8004834074 Immediately!
Or writs Designers of Travel, N. 48 W.
l82f_f- H»mPt°'» Ave. Msnomonae
Folia, Wl 63081.
Campus Reps Nssdsd SM Free: Poertlon
involves marketing and sailing quatty akl
•nd beach trips on campus. Earn Proa
1?l and __* Commissions. Call Summit Tours 600-328-0430

\
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Meetings

Lutheran Student Mowamant —meets every
Thursday, 8 p.m., Muhlenberg Lutheran Church.

Campus Crusade for Christ — meats every
Thursday night, 7:30 p.m. Mezzanine, WCC.

JMU Clrcla K CtUb —meets every other week at
8:18 p.m., In Room 119, Burruss Hall. Call Beth xS720
for details.

Fallowshlp of Chrtatlan Athlatsa —meat
every Sunday night. 8:30 p.m.. North Ballroom. WCC.

JMU Collagla ta 4-H Club —will meet Oct. 18.7
p.m.. Room D, WCC.

JMU Cantarbury —The Eplacopal Student Group
meats every Thursday at Emmanuel Eplacopal Church
after the 7 p.m. Communion service.

Lambda Gamma Lambda —win mast Oct. is,
8:30 p.m., Room D, WCC.
Sports Madidna dub —win meet Oct. 18,8:30
p m , Qodwln.

Raal Ufa Fellowship —will meet every Thursdsy et 8 p.m., Hoom C. WCC.

Psychology Club —will meet Oct. 18,8:30 p.m.,
at Lulgl's.

Cava Club — meets every Thursday night. 730
p-m., Jackson 2.

General

Praabytailan FsllowsNp —Is every Monday,
630 p.m., the Meaanlne, WCC. Bible study Is every
Tuesday, 8 p.m., In the basement lounge ot Hoffman
Hall.

Escort Service — AXP will offer an escort service
Sunday through Thursday, 8 p.m. to 12 midnight. Call
x5108 tor service.

Student Football Tickets — stsdiumsections
3-7 have been reserved for full-time JMU students tor
home football games
Students will be required to show s valid ID to the
ticket tsksrs to gain admission to the stadium.
Students will be seated on a "first-come, first-serve"
baala.
Special seating arrangements will apply to the
Parent's Day game on Oct. 27 ao JMU students may alt
with their parents.
All seats will be reserved Students will receive their
own reserved tickets at no charge by presenting their
ID. at the Athletic Ticket Office In the Convocation
Center during the week of Oct. 21-28.
At that time, students may buy tickets for seats next
to t heir own at 87 per ticket. Parents may also pay for
their tickets through the mall by using s form they will
receive, but the tickets must be picked up by the student In order to have seats together.

C.A.R.S. — A free ride home for faculty and
students who have had too much to drink. Friday and
Saturday nIghts from 11 p.m. to 3 a.m., call 433-CARS.

JANUARY 6 -11

Christmas Break Ski Trip To

CPU* —Workshop algn-upa the week of Oct. 15-19.
Resume Writing: Oct. 23 from 2-3 p.m ; Interviewing tor
Teaching Positions: Oct. 23, 2:454:45 p.m.; Move Over
My Head Hurts: Oct. 24, 9:45-10:45 s.m.; Writing Ap
plications for Teaching Positions: Oct. 24, 9:45-10:45
s.m.; and Interview Preparation: Oct. 25,9:45-10:45 am.
Advance sign up la required In the CP&P
Seniors must be registered with the CP&P Office
before signing for the following interviews during the
week of Oct. 15-19: Taco Bell (open), Univ. of Baltimore
G r ad. School (open), and the Va. State Police. Raaumes
and personal data sheet will be required at the time of
sign-up.
Foreign Service Exam: The registration deadline Is
Oct. 19, for the Dec. 1 testing data. Information Is
available In the CP&P Office.
Recruiting Changes: Preecreenlng to Open. Still accepting algn-upa for Peebles (Business majors) and
David Taylor Naval Shipyard (Computer Science, Math,
& Phyaica majors), check the Master Calender for other
changes and additions.
Watch for JOB CONNECTION announcements Inthe
Breeze coming soon.
Resumes will be received on a walk-in baala In
Thursdays from 9-11:30 s.m Resumes should be typed.
Various part-time positions have been listed with the
CP&P Office. See Mary Rlea for further details
CP&P couselors are available by appointment to
discuss career decisions.
JOB CONNECTIONS: CP&P Office le now coUectlng
resumes and data sheets for the following openings:
Kroy Inc. (any major Interested In sales, Dec. grada only), Swank Corp (any major Interested In sales, Dec.
grsds only). Thousand Trails, Beers & Cutler, and C. W.
Amos. Deadline la Oct. 26
Tha Counseling Cantar —otters personal,
study skills and vocational counseling for Individuals
and groups Call x8S22 tor more Information or come
for walk-In service 3-5 p.m., Monday through Thursday,
no appointment needed. Alumnae Hall.
Laarnlng Aaaaaamant and Study Skills
QrOUP —The Counseling and Student Development
Center la offering a new group beginning Oct 4. Topics
to be covered are the following: Time management,
reading textbooks, taking lecture notes, memory and
concentration, preparing and taking exams. Call 8552
to register.
Tu tors Naadad — Tutors ere needed In nearly all
JMU aubject areas If you are Interested In tutoring
other studsnts, applications are available at the
Counseling and Student Development Center, second
floor. Alumnae Hall.

Events

V

Waslay Foundation — oct. is,e p.m., New Life
Singers, Duke209. Oct. 21, 11 am.. New Life Singers at
Manor Memorial UMC, New Market. Oct. 22, 3 p m
Study Group; 7 p.m., Bible Study. Oct. 23, 530 p.m.,
Discussion: Media In the Church. Oct. 24,8 am, Communion, Room A, WCC.; 3 p.m.. Study Group. Oct. 25,8
p.m., New Life Singers, Duke 209. Oct 28-28, United
Methodist Student Conference at Blscstone. Va.
Baptist Studant Union — Meetings win be
held every Thursday. 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m.. at Emmanuel
Episcopal Church.
New Psalm Singers rehearse Wednesdays from 6:30
p.m to 8 p.m. at the Waslay Foundation.
Migrant Ministries meat at 8 p.m. at Emmanuel
Episcopal Church. Transportation will Be provided.
Sunrise Semester la every Wednesday from 7 a. m to
7:45 a.m., room 2, Jackson Hall.
BSU Family Group K interested In |olnlng, call
JMU-6259
BSU "Hotline", JMU-52S9
Faculty Radtal —Gala Piano Concert, Oct. 22,8
p.m., Anthony Seeger Auditorium.
Woman's Laeroaaa —Anyone Interested in trying out for the Women's Lacrosse team should contact
Dee McOonough In Qodwln Hall prior to Oct. 28.
AEYC —Tha Association for tha Education for
Young Children will be having a program on "Computers In Education" on Oct 18, 7 p.m., Education
Madia Lab
Car Waah —Phi Beta Lambda will be having a car
wash Oct. 20, 10:30-1 p.m.. Golden Corral.
i

The Ultimate Vermont Vacation.'Ski Magazine

Fifth Annual Hotmoomino, Biathlon —win
be held Oct 20, 9 a.m„ Qodwln Hall.

Cost $220.00 includes Transportation, Lodging, Lift Tickets, and
Special Events at Smugglers.

5 DAYS, 5 NIGHTS
Bus will pick up in Harrisonburg, Springfield, and New Jersey
$50.00 DEPOSIT DUE BY OCT. 26II
'
Ski rentals and lessons extra.
For more information, call X-6217 or stop by the UPB office.
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE!
i!t<»H»i <■'<,-

_» „^UJ.»-

«.>

.

iw_

<-i >»f%n . i.i

English Club —wIN be holding a boo* seas Oct.
18, 8am to 4 p.m . Room B, WCC.
Catholic Mass —Schedule Changes: Oct. 14.11
am, Mass only, m tha Ballroom. Oct. 20,5 p.m., Mass,
Blackwall Auditorium, Moody Hail. Oct. 27. 5 p.m.,
Maae In Anthony Seeger The Most Rev. John Keating.
Bishop ol Arlington, reception at i.x p.m., Mass st
430 p.m., CSC; CCM's Alumni Tsient Show, Oct. 20, 8
p-m.. CSC. Contact Tony st 433-1021.
Audit k)ns —far "Tr Immings," s now drama, will be
held Oct 18, 830 p.m., Room 12. Anthony Seeger. For
more Information, call x47S7,
Willis m Chflatanbany — a nationally recognUsd photographer and sculptor, ail pnsssnt en Itlustreted lecture about hie own artwork on Oct 24, 7
p.m., A100, Duke Fine Arts Building. Admlealon la has.
Jan Spactrum —a vocal |azz ensemble, will hold
auditions on Oct. 18, 8 p.m. Contact Mrs. Sandra
Crydsr, X8393 tar more Informatlonand to reserve an
audition time.

ffli^&XggMt&
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The Best Pizza In Town! Honest.
NOW OFFERS

*~~~

FREE
DELIVERY
CALL 433-0606
DELIVERY MENU

PIZZA

DEEP PAN PIZZA

Indlv. Sm. Md. Lg.

CHEESE
2.80 4.15
ONE ITEM
3.30 4.75
TWO ITEMS
3.6O 5.40
THREE ITEMS. ,
3.90 6.05
VEGETARIAN SAMPLER
3.8O 5.65
SAMPLER
4.25 6.85
Our Specialty: 11 toppings for the price of 4
EXTRA CHEESE
.45 .75

5.15
6.00
6.85
7.70
8.25
8.55

6.90
8.15
9.40
10.65
10 45
11.75

.35

.95

Serves:
CHEESE
ONE ITEM ..
TWO ITEMS.

SPAGHETT,'-'".:..

,69

just right pasta topped with our delicious meat sauce
and served with hot garlic bread. Pasta-tlvely Perfect.

^LADGSNAPAGHETrl:::::

::: 7

A R ,ANSAMPLER
E R

» SSitS

SASPI

Our specialty: 11 toppings "for" the price of" 4

TOPPINGS
Pepperoni, Sausage, Italian Sausage, Burger, Fresh
Mushroom, Green Olive, Black Olive, Onion, Green
Pepper, Jalapeno, Canadian Bacon, Anchovy.

PASTA

Sm. Md. Lg.
1-2 3-4 5«
4 45 ft'fifi 8.75
5.40 7.55 9.65

WHEN ORDERING:
\^JTI™1
h T

h

TSa are

11 am t0 1

*™> Monday

rZ on r?^^n C ' "" *"« "**«
2. Minimum order $6.50
3. We accept cash and checks

lfn t£rm have your p~ «** ****»* *zza ar-

Rich and cheesy. One bite and you'll start talking with
an italian accent. Served with hot garlic bread.

Thank You6'8

n6Ver

^^

m

°r6

than $15 ,n cash

'

LIMITED INTRqDUCTORY OFFER:
FREE 2 LITRE BOTTLE OF 7UP
with any order
($6.50 min.)
Delivery only,
while supplies last

r
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

L.

$1 off
ANY MED OR LG PIZZA
Delivery only, exp. 11-1-84

We accept all our competitors'
coupons.
(Only one coupon per pizza)
Delivery only through 12-31-84

TIM
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Viewpoint
In Order

Better lighting needed

In a sense, the JMU bubble has
burst.
The sexual assaults that occurred
at JMU last week help to destroy the
false and unsafe illusion here that
people are secure so long as they're
walking on campus.
„
They also give ground to question
the baseless assumption many take
while walking across campus, i.e.,
'I'm safe on campus so long as I'm
walking with somebody I know."
Police reported that in both assault
cases, the alleged attackers were
identified as acquaintances of the
students assaulted.
These recent assaults have helped
to illustrate the need to correct a very
serious and dangerous deficiency at
JMU.
Campus lighting is horrendous.
+■ Visibility at night near some areas
in the village is close to nil. The
walkway between Frederikson and
Chappelear is particularly poor. In
fact, the entire area between the
triangle formed by Huffman,
Dingledine and Chappelear halls is
especially in need of either additional lights or light bulbs with
higher wattage. This area is also
dangerous because it is covered by
large bushes and trees along the
sidewalk.

+■ Greek row is another bad area on
campus. The area surrounding the
first block of Greek houses, which
include Alpha Sigma Tau, Phi Mu
and Sigma Kappa, aren't lit at all.
Granted, campus police often patrol
this area. However, this still doesn't
help a student who trips in the dark
because of poor visibility.
■»■ Because of its large trees, the
Quad is possibly the darkest campus
section at night. The sidewalk area
along Main Street is in need of light
posts all along the street.
► D-Hall is barely lighted at all.
Students walking at night from
Bluestone dorms to the union or to
D-hall late at night have to grope
their way through darkness.
There is only so much students can
do to protect themselves from attack. However, there's a lot the
university can do. A better lighted
campus would be the biggest deterrent to future attacks. And in the
wake of last week's assaults, better
lighting, now, is in order.
The above editorial was written by Pat
Ptummer, The Breeze's Editorial Editor. It is
the opinion of Plummer, Editor Constance
Walker, Managing Editor Owen Fariss, and
Assistant Editorial Editor Kristi Muis.

At Issue In '84

Debate shapes course of 1984 election
By Brian Rawdon and
Danelte Duvall
The preceding two weeks have
brought the American public a new
perspective of the presidential and
vice-presidential candidates.
The nation saw the first of two
presidential debates between Walter
Mondale and Ronald Reagan, and
the vice-presidential debate between
Geraldine Ferraro and George Bush.
Though both sides have claimed victory in these contests, the debate's
impact on the electorate is more
significant than who won or lost.
Presidential debates have the
power to change the course of an
election. John F. Kennedy's debate
with Richard Nixon altered the 1960
presidential race in Kennedy's favor.
The same is true, but to a lesser extent, of the Ford-Carter debates and
the Carter-Reagan debates of the
past two elections. The public ex-

change of political viewpoints often
lends credibility to a candidate who
has not been taken seriously.
Mondale is an excellent example.
The very fact that he was on the
same stage as Reagan gave him the
credibility his campaign has lacked
thus far. Reagan's consideration of
Mondale as a serious candidate prompts the public to do the same. Who
won the debate is only secondary in
importance, although Mondale's
performance alone was enough to
narrow the gap between him and
Reagan.
The debates allowed people to examine the candidates' images in light
of their stand on the issues. For
many, the Reagan-Mondale debate
brought the age issue into focus.
Reagan's performance wasn't as
sharp as usual. Some people are now
wondering if he is up to another four
years in the White House. In contrast, Mondale's performance was

better than expected.
The vice-presidential debate, only
the second of its kind in history, was
important because it gave the public
a chance to compare two people who
could be one step away from the
presidency in the next four years.
Because Reagan is 73 years old,
the public may have considered
Bush's qualifications as a potential
president more seriously. The age
factor in this election makes the
choice of a vice-presidential candidate even more important than
usual.
Ferraro also draws attention to the
vice-presidential candidates because
she is the first female candidate from
a major party for this office. The
public looked at her performance in
this debate to see if she could handle
herself in a leadership role. She proved she could.

Aside from the tactical benefits
offered by publicly debating, candidates have the chance to improve
their standing in national polls. Concrete results from the ReaganMondale debates are already evident. The latest Harris survey shows
that Reagan leads Mondale by just
nine points, compared to 13 points
before the first debate on Oct. 7.
The second and last presidential
debate is scheduled for this Sunday.
If both candidates repeat their performances, the race could tighten
even further.
At Issue In '84 is a special election column featured every Monday
on this page. It's being printed today
due to The Breeze not publishing last
Monday. This and future columns
will comment on political occurrences and important issues of these
last three weeks in the campaign.

—
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Ferraro at JMU
Student's 'trouble free'
game not so 'trouble free'
A few weeks ago, I was fortunate enough to do
some golfing. Ready to tee off, I was relaxed and
trouble free, when I suddenly felt a tug on my right
arm.
"Excuse me sir," interrupted a female voice.
Huh? I turned, quite astonished to see none
other than Geraldine Ferraro standing before me.
"Well Gerry, how goes it?" I asked.
"Hello. Although I'm a bit short on time, would
you mind if I asked a few questions? You're a student aren't you?"

frequent. There was genuine concern for human
rights."
"Yeah, but this is the 80s," I replied. "Today,
kids want to make money."
I squatted behind the ball and studied the green.
It looked about 20 votes. Uh, I mean 20 feet.
"Well what about student loans then?" she said.
"How easy are they to come by?"
I bit my lip. Loans certainly have been a pain in
the ... steady now. Concentrate on the ball.

"Yes I am," I answered, "and I don't mind if
you don't mind following me around the course.

She pressed on. "And jobs. Are they easy to
find? Unemployment is much higher than it should
be."

This joke
shouldn't be
about
The Real World
To the editor.
How someone can respond to the
irresponsible statements made by
Ronald Reagan with indifference, or
worse, with humor, is beyond me.
It seems Keith Turner must be
quite a jovial fellow indeed. His
claim in "The Real World" that
Reagan's remarks show personality
is asinine. But if they do, I don't
think we need a president with personality in the White House. Most
Reagan supporters do the same thing
Turner has done. They try to turn a
moronic, brash comment into a
laughing matter.

I said nothing. I had
worried endlessly about
finding a career after
graduation. I slowly
drew the club back.
"What's your major
Brian?"
Damn!
The ball trickled an
impressive three feet.

Guest
Spot
By Brian Drury
My first swing hit smooth and solid. We started
walking.
"Where do you go to school?" she inquired.
"James Madison University," I answered proudly, "a bit of a country club in-its own right," I
added, chuckling to myself.
"And very conservative from what I understand," she said flatly. I grabbed a six iron and approached the ball nervously. "And how will you
vote in the election, Brian is it?" she asked
reading my name from the score card.
"Well...I, huh...,"
I felt my wrists tighten. I was faltering.
Damn!
I hooked it. The ball lay wide to the left.
"You see, Brian," she continued, "You must
realize that Fritz and I stand for issues that have
long been in the interests of students. Why, in my
college days, campus demonstrations were rather

I personally don't think that
nuclear,**ar or the threat of such a
war is humorous. I should think that
the president of the United States,
and anyone else with a smattering of j
intelligence, would fed the same
way.

That did it. I wouldn't tolerate more jokes about
liberal arts!
"Listen, I'm sorry but I really have to go, Ms.
Ferraro. I've got to finish these nine holes and get
back to the books."
"That's right," she said, apparently satisfied.
"You study hard. And remember, America's
future rests in your hands."
And then she left.
As I got ready to putt again, her final words
came back to me. Now that's funny, I thought
with a sigh of relief. There's no way I'm going
to golf for a living.

Anyone who wields the power of
the presidency has no right to make
such a "joke" at the disposal of the
people he represents.

Anthony Smith
eophomofo
Enflflth
Brian Drury is a senior majoring in political
science and French.

The Real World
... (i£ fflU) GO TO VOtinti)
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Keith Turner is a freshman majoring in history. The Real World will appear on the Forum page each Monday.

by Keith Turner
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Readers' Forum
Campusquote
"In your view, what effect, If any, did
the recent presidential and vicepresidential debates have on your
cholcs?"

"It didn't have any
effect at all, because
everyone is entitled
to a bad day. Reagan
has done a lot of
good in office. One
bad debate isn't going to change my
views.
Unda Cherry
senior
communication
arts

"It just gave me a
better understanding
of Mondale. I
thought he did a
great job."

Election

Economy not progress factor

To the editor

I can't believe what little thought people are giving to this year's presidential election. I have been
asking students and other adults what they think.
So far, all I have heard is Ronald Reagan has improved the economy, so they will vote for him.
Tell me one thing he has done. The facts are: inflation is down due to stable food and energy
prices; interest rates are down because of stricter
controls on the money supply by the federal
reserve; unemployment is decreasing as a result of
reinvestment.
Reagan would like to take credit for all of these,

Here is a list of the negative sides of JMU and
Harrisonburg. Maybe somebody can do
something, maybe not.
— On Saturday, students sleep late. Harrisonburg
stores stay open until 5 p.m. Not much time is left
for shopping. Also, the bus to Valley Mall only
runs until 4 p.m.

sophomore
marketing

"It made me think.
I'm supporting
Reagan, but it made
me consider Mondale's credibility a little more."
John Browning
senior
political science

— The food at the dining hall is usually cold. If it's
hot, it's not fit to eat.
— You never find out about club meetings until
the day after.
— People add insult to injury by stealing books
from the bookstore after the owner has paid so
much for them.
— If you're younger than 19, you can order beer
from JM's by phone, but you can't in person.

"None, because it's
so much easier to cut
someone down who
has been in office
than a candidate
who's just campaigning fresh."

junior
economics

— The Marching Royal Dukes practice early in the
morning.
— Broken vacuums in the halls — we've starting
naming the dust balls.
— Couldn't construction on railroad tracks, Miller
Hall entrances, and behind Hillside have been
done this summer?
— Some people don't like standard breakfast
food. They prefer cold pizza, dill pickles, cold
chicken, etc. D-hall doesn't know this. Cold
spaghetti would be nice.
— Change machines are always out of order. You
need change for everything.
— Andrea Cope. If she can't handle a "Mickey
Mouse" multiple choice test, she shouldn't be
here.

— The library has no recreational books, and the
research books are outdated.

JonlJohnson
freshman
chemistry

— Long distance phone connections are lousy.
To the editor:

Rick Adsms
senior
marketing

"1 think Ferraro was
really hateful. I
would choose Reagan
just because of
that."
Lori Pitts
freshman
elementary education
Student responses in Campusquote are not
necessarily representative of the entire JMU
Jt

population.

William Drumeller

Some prefer pizza for breakfast
To the editor

Ron Mounts I

but he can't. Realistically, no president can make a
significant impact on an economy. However,
presidents do have influence on people's lives in
other ways. Look past the economy, it's unaffeetable. Instead, look at what each man thinks about
human rights, peace, the environment, nuclear
build up, and other issues the executive branch effects. On these points, vote your conscience, not
your pocketbook.

Salads Plus
better idea than
more fast-food

^-

It seems Salads Plus will be closing this spring,
but dealing with a new fast-food operation in the
Phillips Center would be even worse.
Whether McDonalds or Burger King likes it,
there has been a great emphasis on nutrition and
physical fitness in this country during the past
decade. This emphasis is very apparent on campus
with aerobics, jogging trails, intramurals and . . .
Salads Plus.
The majority of the students do not want
another fast-food, or should I say junk food,
restaurant at JMU. An expanded Dukes Grill will
serve for those who do. Why not move an improved Salads Plus, not that it needs much improvement, to the new Phillips Center.
Bob Houston

sophomore

Compiled by Cathy Sparkman-Photos by
Steve Eaton

political science / public administration
/

^^™
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Salvadoran talks produce few results
LA PALMA and SAN SALVADOR, El
Salvador (AP) — In the first meeting after five
years of bloodshed and bitterness, government and
rebel leaders Monday discussed ending El
Salvador's war. ,
President Jose Napoleon Duarte called on leftist
guerrillas to take part in Salvadoran elections. The
rebels called for social reforms and war-crimes
trials.
Although the initial meeting produced no
breakthrough, they agreed to meet again in
November.
The only concrete result of their talks was agreement by both sides to establish a commission including four government and four rebel representatives and to meet again in late November.
Leftist rebels announced Tuesday .that they
presented 29 specific demands to Duarte, a list that
did not include the guerrillas' long-time insistence
on powersharing.
The rebel list included a wide range of reforms,
increased wages for workers and peasants, further

Foreign Ministers
to discuss strategy
BERLIN (AP) — Foreign
Ministers of the Soviet-led
Warsaw Pact plan to hold a
strategy session Dec. 3-4 in
East Berlin, West Germany,
diplomatic sources said Tuesday.
The sources said the meeting
would provide an opportunity
for East European officials to
"take* stock or discuss proposals" following the U.S.
presidential election.

CIA produces warfare
manual for rebels
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The CIA reportedly produced
a psychological warfare
manual for Nicaraguan rebels
instructing them to hire professional criminals for "selective jobs."
U.S. intelligence sources
confirmed the CIA's role in
producing the 90-page
manual, written in Spanish,
also urges the rebels to create a
"martyr" by arranging a
violent demonstration leading
to the death of one of their
supporters and telling how to
coerce citizens into carrying
out assignments against their
will.

land redistribution, removal of U.S. military advisers and militaly aid, and a halt to government
bombing of rebel-held zones.
An estimated 59,000 people have been killed in
El Salvador in the past five years as the leftist guerrillas struggled against U.S.—supported governmnents moving slowly from rightist military
domination to democratic civilian control.
Most of the dead were civilans that were killed
by right wins sauads.
Duarte put a proposal on the table, offering
amnesty for rebels to re-enter the political system
and proposeing guarantees to protect them against
military reprisal.
Duarte made his surprise offer for peace talks in
a speech to the U.N. General Assembly in New
York on Oct. 8. The leaders of the rebel groups
quickly accepted.
No armed clashes were reported Tuesday in El
Salvador, but a military source said rebels downed
three electricity towers in San Vicente.

NATO foreign ministers are
holding their annual fall
meeting Dec. 13-14 i n
Brussels, Belgium.
Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Poland, Bulgaria,
Hungary, the Soviet Union
and Romanina are all
members of the Warsaw Pact.

QM workers strike
at nine plants
TORONTO (AP) —
Workers at nine General
Motors plants in Canada went
on strike Wednesday deman-

Nicaraguan Democratic
Force President Adolfo
Calero, said he saw the
manual "less than a year ago"
and that it was given only to
"our top people."
He denied that the CIA produced it, claiming it was a
"contribution' from a supporter whose name he could
not recall.

Agent trying
to Investigate couple
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
An FBI agent charged with espionage was seeking to ingratiate himself with a Soviet
couple so he could investigate
them, his attorney said Tuesday.

ding higher pay and more time
off.
Officials said the work stoppage would force layoffs at the
company's U.S. plants within
a few days.
Union officials said they
were unwilling to accept a pact
patterned on the agreement
recently ratified by GM
workers in the U.S.
Bob White, the union's
director for Canada, said
negotiations would continue
as long as there was hope for
progress.

Richard W. Miller was trying to set up his two alleged
co-conspirators and had no intention of betraying his country, said attorney Stanley
Greenberg.
Greenberg said Miller was
only trying to work with
Soviets Svetlana Ogorodnikov
and her estranged husband
Nikolay, to prepare for
whatever his superiors might
want him to do against the
couple.

Man renounces
U.S. citizenship
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Arthur L.H. Rudolph, who
designed the rocket that took
U.S. astronauts to the moon,
has renounced his U.S. citizen-

Egypt asks U.S.
to sell weapons
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Egypt asked the
U.S. Sunday to resume selling Jordan air
defense weapons.
U.S. supplies were halted earlier this year
due to opposition by Israel and members of
Congress.
Egyptian sources said the request was
made during meetings between Denfense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger and President Mohamed Hosni Mubark and other
senior Egytian officials.
Sources said Weinberger refused to commit President Reagan's administration to
supporting the sale of Stinger ground-to-air
missiles, which Egypt claims should be sold
as an incentive to bring Jordan's king Hussein into the peace process with Israel.
Weinberger also refused to assure that
the U.S. would meet Egyptian requests for
more advanced weaponry for its own armed forces.
In March, Reagan withdrew a request to
sell more than 1,600 Singers to Jordan for
$133 million after Hussein blasted U.S.
Middle East policy as unprincipled and
pro-Israel.

Tutu awarded 1984
Nobel Peace Prize
OSLO, Norway (AP) — Anglican
Bishop Desmond Tutu, black antiapartheid leader of the South African
Council of Churches, was named winner of
the 1984 Nobel Peace Prize Tuesday.
Tutu became the second black resistance
leader to win the prize.
Tutu is South Africa's chief moral
spokesman against the country's system of
strict race separation that reserves the best
schools and such for the whites and denies
South Africa's 22 million blacks a voice in
government

ship and left the country after
the Justice Department accused him of persecuting forced
laborers during World War II.
Neal M. Sher, head of the
department's Office of Special
Investigations, which is ass: fled to track down Nazi war
criminals in this country, said
Rudolph and his attorney had
been told of the department's
allegations.
Sher said there were allegations that Rudolph, while serving from September 1943 to
April 1945 as chief operations
director for V 2 missile production at the Mittelwerk Central Works factory participated in the persecution of
forced laborers.
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reieasea from jail

in a dry dock at the Norfolk Shipbuilding

FAIRFAX (AP) — An Alexandria man
charged with abduction with intent to
defile in a alleged attack on s high school
freshman earlier this month has been
released from the county jail, officials said
Monday.
Jeffrey Lewis, 19, was released Monday
morning on his personal recongnizance,
said Vincent Picciano, director of court

and Drydock Co., injuring 31 of 145 crew
members aboard,
Avery Darling, the only crew member
who died, was overcome by poisonous gas
after the ship fell, according to Coast
Guard Lt. Cmdr. Christopher Walter.

services for the Fairfax County juvenile
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Officials Say pOISOning

NORFOLK (AP) - A professional
police-dog trainer reviewed records of
"automatic attacks" on people by police
dogs and has concluded that the city is
''putting loaded time bombs on the street.'
Anthony Taff Jr. of Upper Darby, Pa.,
reacted sharply to numerous narrative
police reports stating police dogs here had
attacked without commands from
handlers,
From January 1983 through last month,
Virginia Beach, which has 14 K-9 dogs, had
reported 79 attacks. Richmond, which has
12 dogs, reported 12 attacks.
Concern over the use of K-9 dogs in Nor-

Idlled VeraCrUZ Ciewman

folk recently prompted City Manager

section.
Authorities said the alleged victim, a
15-year-old freshman at Fort Hunt High
School, was raped during a night football
game Oct. 3 after a man dragged her from
a parking lot into a restroom.
No money was posted for Lewis, who
was being held on $50,000 bond. Instead,
the people who are taking responsibility for
him will be liable for the amount if Lewis
fails to appear in court for his trial, Piccjano jajd.
Lewis U scheduled for trial Nov. 19.

NORFOLK (AP) — Gas poisoning, not
head injuries, caused the death of a
crewman from the Veracruz I, a medical

DOO, trainer SaVS

Julian Hirst to initiate an investigation. It
was started about two weeks ago, shortly
after an alleged victim of a K-9 attack filed
a $6.75 million lawsuit against the city.

Gitchell's
Studio
5-hour photo finishing for 110, 126, and 135
films

Simple work proves
hard for Hvis
MIAMI (AP) — Hvis, the reptilian star
in the "Miami Vice" television series,
merely had to crawl 15 feet down a dock
for his part in a scene. But even that proved
too much.
The 350-pound alligator instead snapped
his chain leash, ripped the tape off his
mouth and plunged into Biscayne Bay for a
dip Monday until his handlers roped him.
, "You cant get an alligator to walk in a
straight line," said George Harwell, owner
of the alligator, "It's difficult any time
there's water around. The logical place
alhgators want to be is in the water."

Woman wants Reagan
to have liver checked
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) — A radio station celebrating the 20th anniversary of the
Free Speech Movement put an open
microphone on the sidewalk and surrendered its airwaves, attracting speakers
strange even for this diverse community.
KPFA radio opened its airwaves for 30
minutes with no host, no interviewer and
no rules. The microphone was open to
anyone who'had something to say.
One woman wanted Reagan's liver examined, and a man appeared to urge people to eat each other for breakfast.
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Welcome Parents!

25% Discount

Serving Wine, Beer, Cocktails

To JMU Students On All Photographic Equipment

featuring

Ektachrome or FuJIchrome Processing
20 Exposures
36 Exposures
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Saturday Buffet
$7.50«*udfsberen«s
Sunday - Thursday: 11:30 -10:00
Friday, Saturday: 11:30-11:00

433-1177
US 11 SHburg

ChaitelbwnRd^

Leave 4:00 from Godwin,.ret urn 1:00 a.m.

Cost $15.00, Includes Transportation, Grandstand Seating
and Buffet Dinner!
Sign-up deadline Oct. 23
Stop by UPB office or call X-6217 for more Info.
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